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Mean-Field Theory and ε Expansion for Anderson Localization
Abstract
A general field-theoretic formulation of the Anderson model for the localization of wave functions in a
random potential is given in terms of n-component replicated fields in the limit n→0, and is analyzed primarily
for spatial dimension d≥4. Lengths ξ1 and ξ2 associated with the spatial decay of correlations in the single-
particle and two-particle Green's functions, respectively, are introduced. Two different regimes, the weak
coupling and strong coupling, are distinguished depending on whether ξ1−1 or ξ2−1, respectively, vanishes as
the mobility energy, Ec, is approached. The weak-coupling regime vanishes as d→4+. Mean-field theory is
developed from the uniform minimum of the Lagrangian for both the strong- and weak-coupling cases. For
the strong-coupling case it gives the exponents va=1/4, γa=βa=1/2, η=0, and μ=1, where βa is the exponent
associated with the density of extended states and μ is that associated with the conductivity. Simple heuristic
arguments are used to verify the correctness of these unusual mean-field values. Infrared divergences in
perturbation theory for the strong-coupling case occur for d<8, and an ε expansion (ε=8−d) is developed
which is found to be identical to that previously analyzed for the statistics of lattice animals and which gives
βa=1/2−ε/12, η=−ε/9, va=1/4+ε/36, and μ=1−5ε/36. The results are consistent with the Ward identity,
which in combination with scaling arguments requires that βa+γa=1. The treatment takes account of the fact
that the average of the on-site Green's function [G(x⃗ ,x⃗ ;E)]av is nonzero and is predicated on this quantity
being real, i.e., on the density of states vanishing at the mobility edge. We also show that localized states
emerge naturally from local minima of finite action in the Lagrangian. These instanton solutions are analyzed
on a lattice where the cutoff produced by the lattice constant leads to lattice instantons which exist for all d, in
contrast to the case for the continuum model where instanton solutions seem not to occur for d>4. This
analysis leads to a density of localized states ρloc satisfying 1nρloc~−E2 at large E and 1nρloc~−|E−Ec|−ζ at the
mobility edge, where for the weak-coupling case ζ=(1/2)(d−4) and for the strong-coupling case
ζ=(d−2+η)va−2βa=1/2+ε/18 for d<8 and>ζ=(1/4)(d−6) for d>8. A brief discussion of the relationship
between this work and the theories of localization below four dimensions is presented.
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A general field-theoretic formulation of the Anderson model for the localization of wave functions in a random
potential is given in terms of n-component replicated fields in the limit n~, and is analyzed primarily for spatial
dimension d & 4. Lengths g', and g, associated with the spatial decay. of correlations in the single-particle and two-
particle Greens functions, respectively, are introduced. Two different regimes, the weak coupling and strong
coupling, are distinguished depending on whether g', or g', , respectively, vanishes as the mobility energy, E„is
approached. The weak-coupling regime vanishes as d—4+. Mean-field theory is developed from the uniform
minimum of the Lagrangian for both the strong- and weak-coupling cases. For the strong-coupling case it gives the
exponents v, = 1/4, y =P, = 1/2, y = 0, and p = 1, where P is the exponent associated with the density of
extended states and p is that associated with the conductivity. Simple heuristic arguments are used to verify the
correctness of these unusual mean-field values. Infrared divergences in perturbation theory for the strong-coupling
case occur for d & 8, and an e expansion (e = 8 —d) is developed which is found to be identical to that previously
analyzed for the statistics of lattice animals and which gives P, = 1/2 —e/12, y = —e/9, v = 1/4+ e/36, and
p = 1 —5e/36. The results are consistent with the Ward identity, which in combination with scaling arguments
requires that P + y. = 1. The treatment takes account of the fact that the average of the on-site Green's function
f6'(k, if;E)),„ is nonzero and is predicated on this quantity being real, i.e., on the density of states vanishing at the
mobility edge. We also show that localized states emerge naturally from local minima of finite action in the
Lagrangian. These instanton solutions are analyzed on a lattice where the cutoff produced by the lattice constant
leads to lattice instantons which exist for all d, in contrast to the case for the continuum model where instanton
solutions seem not to occur for d & 4. This analysis leads to a density of localized states p, satisfying ln p, ——E
at large E and ln p, ——(E —E, ( r at the mobility edge, where for the weak-coupling case g = (1/2)(d —4) and
for the strong-coupling case g = (d —2 + y)v, —2P, = 1/2 + e/18 for d & 8 and g = (1/4)(d —6) for d & 8. A
brief discussion of the relationship between this work and the theories of localization below four dimensions is
presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An electron in a spatially uniform potential
in a volume ~k has eigenstates with wave functions
proportional to 0 '~'. If the potential is spatially
random, as first pointed out by Anderson, ' there
are eigenstates with wave functions dying off
exponentially away from particular regions of
space. Such eigenstates are localized and do not
conduct, whereas those with wave functions pro-
portional to 0 '~ are extended and do conduct.
A schematic diagram of the density of states for
an electron in a random three-dimensional po-
tential is shown in Fig. 1(a.). There is a critical
energy &„called the mobility edge, separating
localized states with, &&E, from conducting states
with E& E,. For electrons on a three-dimensional
lattice with sites x of random-site potential V(x)
and/or hopping t(x, x'), there can exist mobility
edges, as shown in Fig. 1(c), outside of which the
states are localized and inside of which the states
are extended. Since Anderson's original paper,
2640 1981 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The density of states for various Gaussian random models with mobility edge(s) at E~ (and -E~) separating
extended states (E) from localized states (L,). Figures (a) and (b) are for the continuum model of Eq. (2,27) for d &4
and d &4, respectively, where d is the spatial dimensionality. For d &4 there are no localized states for this model.
Figures (c) and (d) are for the discrete lattice model of Eq. (2.1) for d&d* and d &d*, respectively. From a study of
the weakly random case, we argue that d* is probably 4. For d &d* the density of states is nonzero and smooth at the
mohQity edges at +E .
Ford
&d~, the density of extended states vanishes at kE as p~t(E}-(E E}sfor ~E-~ &E where
P= P~ for the strong-coupling case and P= 2d -1 for the weak-coupling case. (The distinction between these cases is
discussed indetailinsec. IVC1.) The density of localized states vanishes at sE~ as p&0, (E) -exp[-const& (&E)" ],
where f= (d-2+q)y —2p [f=~(d-6)t for the strong-coupling case for d&8 I'd &8], and g= ~d-2 for the weak-couphng
case,
considerable attention has been given to the study
of electronic properties in the vicinity of the mo-
bility edge. '
The mobility transition from nonconducting
to conducting behavior as a function of & is anal-
ogous to a thermodynamic phase transition from a
disordered to an ordered state as a function of
temperature. After the introduction of the re-
normalization group~ and its successful applica-
tion to the study of polymer statistics' as well as
to the critical properties of second-order phase
transitions, it was natural to consider its ap-
plication to the mobility transition. Thus, Wegner'
discussed this transition in terms of scabng
based on renormalization-group ideas and for-
mulated a real-space renormalization group for
studying electronic properties of random sys-
tems. Since then, several authors' have applied
similar techniques to this problem.
One of the great successes of the renormaliza-
tion group was to provide a systematic way to
calculate critical exponents in a series in e =d,
-d, where d is the spatial dimension and d, the
dimension below which Incan-field theory breaks
down. vss Recently, the authors' developed a mean-
field theory and an 6 expansion for the mobility
edge for electrons on a lattice with Gaussian
random hopping with zero mean. This treatment
as well as previous ones' was based on a field-
theoretic representation of the averaged Green's
function G(x, x') in terms of integrals over a re-
plicated field 4', (x), where i =l, . . . , 2n and n -0.
However, since information about the conductivity
is contained in the two-particle Green's function
8(x, x'), another set of variables Q&&(x) was used
to describe the mobility transition. Our study
allowed us to (l) identify the dominant fluctuating
order parameter at the mobility edge. in mean-
field theory to be all components of Q, z and (2)
determine d, to be eight (not four or six) by con-
Sidering fluctuations about the mean-fi. eld solu-
tion. Previous attempts' to obtain an z expansion
for the mobility transition failed to produce either
of these results. In this paper, we will study in
detail a more general lattice model in which the
site potential V(x) and/or the hopping f(x, x') have
Gaussian random distributions without the re-
striction that the hopping have zero mean. |Irate
will present new results and calculational details
not contained in Ref. 8.
Though properties near the mobility edge itself
have until recently eluded systematic study, there
have been many calculations of the density of
localized states far from the mobility edge. "
These are based on variational or self-consistent-
field calculations and lead to an exponential de-
caying density of states at large (-E) for Gaus-
sian random potentials. The early field-theoretic
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and & -expansion treatments' of the mobility transi-
tion ignored localized states altogether. Cardy, "
however, showed that the localized states for
large (-E) in a Gaussian random potential can be
obtained from instantons" of finite action in the
field-theoretic formulation for the electron
Green's function in a random potential. We regard
this as an important advance since it emphasized
that field-theoretic formulations for the problem
of an electron in a random. potential are formally
exact. In this paper, we will study instantons in
order to obtain the density of localized states
from our field theory. Our treatment however,
differs in two respects from that of Cardy. First,
we study instantons in terms of both the variables
%,(x) and Q, &(x), whereas Cardy considered the
variable 4', (x). Second, we study instantons on a
lattice rather than in a continuum with a random
potential having no spatial correlations, i.e. , a
white-noise potential. The latter distinction is
important since there are no instanton so]utions
and no localized states for d & 4 for white-noise
potentials. '"" If, however, a lattice or spatial
correlations in the random potential were in-
troduced, there are localized states" for d&4.
The principal results of this paper are as fol-
lows. (1) For d&d* where d* is almost certainly
4, the density of localized and extended states
goes to zero at the mobility edge as shown irk
Fig. 1(d). (2) When there is a nonvanishing
average hopping, the universality class of the
mobility transition depends on the strength of the
random potential for d&d~. For weakly random
potentials, the field 0, is critical, whereas for
strongly random potentials all components Q, & are
critical. The weak-coupling case is in the same
universality class as the band edge of a pure
system and is described by the Gaussian re-
normalization-group fixed point. The strong-
coupling case is described by the Gaussian renor-
malization-group fixed point for d& d, =8 and is in
the same universality class as lattice animals"
for d = 8 —c to first order in &. The strong coupling
case for d& 8 does not have scaling properties con-
sistent with Wegner's' conjectures because of the
presence of a dangerous irrelevant variable" leading
to the violation of hyperscaling. We calculate the
behavior of both the localized and extended densi-
ties of states near E, and that of the conductivity
in region of extended states.
Though the upper critical dimension for the
mobility edge is not four, .it has been clear for
some time that dimension four plays some special
role in this problem. "'" This study shows that
four is special in several respects. (1) The weak-
coupling regime cannot exist for dg4. (2) There
are strong indications that for d& 4, the density
of states goes to zero at the mobility edge whereas
for d&4 it does not. When the density of states
at the mobility edge is nonzero, not all com-
ponents of Q&& can be critical because the density
of states is proportional to Imp. Thus below
four dimensions the mobility transition is in yet
another universality class. Wegner" and others"
have studied the mobility edge in 2+& dimensions
starting from a formalism very similar to ours.
They do indeed find a different critical behavior
than we do and one that agrees with the early
scaling conjectures of Wegner. ' In two dimen-
sions, these theories as well as calculations
based on more conventional formalisms" pre-
dict that all states are localized.
The model of an electron on a lattice with ran-
dom hopping can be generalized to have n, orbitals
per site. Wegner and collaborators have studied
this model in the limit" n, ~ and in a. 1/n, ex-
pansion. " The n, ~ limit corresponds identically
to our mean-field theory for the same problem
with n, =1. The 1/n, expansion predicts behavior
for 2 & d & 4 consistent with Wegner 's scaling
conjectures. ' We have verified that the same
expansion yields non-mean-field behavior" for
d&8 as does our E expansion.
As this paper is quite lengthy, we have pro-
vided a Table of Contents. Section II provides an
overview of the localization problem and attempts
to make some of the results obtained by more
sophisticated means seem plausible. Section III
sets up the analytical language to be used in suc-
ceeding sections. Section IV contains an analysis
of mean-field theory and is essential to an under-
standing of the behavior w'e find for d& 8. Section
IV B contain& the most important mean-field re-
sults. Section V presents the E expansion. It is
quite formal and may be skipped by those not
interested in calculational details. Section VI
deals with instantons and localized states. It is
more heuristic than rigorous but is essential to
an understanding of why we feel the density of
both localized and extended states goes to zero
at the mobility edge. Finally, Sec. VII discusses
the relationship of this work to that in lower di-
mension and presents our conclusions.
II. HEURISTIC PICTURE OF LOCALIZATION AS A
CRITICAL PHENOMENA PROBLEM
In this section we will first, in part A, define
the various Green's functions needed to describe
the transition between localized and extended
behavior. In part B we will give a heuristic de-
rivation of the mean-field values for the critical
exponents for this transition. In part C we will
discuss qualitatively the density of localized
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states. Finally in part 0 we will discuss briefly
the different models of randomness.
A. DCflIBtXOHS
The problem we consider is to describe the
response of noninteracting excitations in a ran-
dom lattice. We tx eat the Hamiltonian
X(8) =Q [px)5„„i+t(x, x')]crtc„.
XgX
(2.la)
~ g„(x; 8}g„(x';8)
E„(8)—(Ewiq) '
whirr~ g, (x; 8) and E„(8) are the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of
(2.2)
(2.3)
X&X' ~x~x'& (2, 1b)
XgX
where & is the Kronecker delta and c-„(c„)creates
(destroys) an excitation at the lattice site x. Here
y{x) and f(x, x ) are random variables with f(x, x )
constrained to be a real symmetric matrix, and
the notation X(8} indicates that X depends on the
configuration 8 of the random variables gx) and
t(x, x').
For any 8 we define the Qreen's functions
g(x x'E 8) by '@"23
p(E) =&@ 'ImG (x, x; E), (2 'I)
where o' assumes the values + and —.As will be-
come clear later on, we will also wish to consider
the "two-particle" Qreen's functions
9„,(x, x'; E„E,.) = [gg(x, x'; E„8)g, .( x, x'; E, ; 8}]„
(2.8)
9«(x, x'; E) =29„(x,x'; E, E) —G,(x, x'; E)'
+ [g (x, x; E; 8)g,(x', x'; E; 8)]„.
(2.9)
These configurationally averaged Qreen's functions
are obviously translationally invariant in the sense
that gx, x+ y) is independent of x. One can intro-
duce two correlation lengths $, and $, associated
with the spatial extent of phase coherence and
amplitude coherence, respectively, of wave func-
tions in the random medium. The single-particle
properties, e.g., G and p, reflect anomalies in g„
whereas the two-particle functions 9 reflect ano-
malies in $,. This concept will be explored in
more detail in the next section. The spatial Four-
ier transforms are defined generally by the gener-
ic relation
and q is a positive infinitesimal. Unless otherwise
specified, the limit g-0 is understood for expr es-
sions having a finite limit. For the real valued
potentials considered here the g„(x; 8) are chosen
to be real. We have
Ae) =+8"'" "'Wx, x')
X'
as, for example,
(2.10)
Img, {x,x; E; 8) =+wg )g„(x; 8))'&(E-E„(8))
(2.4a)
(2.4b)-=+wp(E; x; 8),
where p(E; x; 8) is the local density of states at
site x in the configuration 8.
In a random system we are interested in posi-
tional averages, since they are usually the ob-
served quantities. However, positional averages
are usually equivalent to configurational aver-
ages. '4 Thus, for example, one may write
G,(x, ' Ex) = [g (x, x'; E; 8}],„, (2 6)
N ga( g xxyy +En 8)
= [ga{0g yj Ej 8)]av g (2'5)
where [ ],„indicates an average over 8 and N is
the number of sites in the lattice. Equalities of
the averages over space with those over 0 can
easily be proved for short-range interactions of
the type we conside.
W'e are interested in the following averaged
properties:
9...(0;s, s')=+9, , {,x'x;~, ~')
~ g„(x; 8)g„(x';8)g (x; 8)g„(x';8)[E.(8)- ][E (8)- ']
(2.12b)
(2.12a)
x E„g -z '- E„8 -z' "~
(2.12c)
= (s —s') '[G,(x, x; ~) —G, .(x, x; ~')].
(2.1M)
Two eases of interest of this relation are found by
setting z =E, +ioq and z'=8, +N'q, and allowing
E, —E, to go to zero. Then
and so forth.
The one-particle and two-particle QI een's func-
tions are related by a Ward identity. " We tempor-
arily continue the energy variables to complex val-
ues, z and z', and write
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)
8G (x, x;E)
t (2.13)
os(E) 8 G,'(x, x; E) (2.14)
where G,' is the real part of G, . Thus, .where
p(E) & 0, one sees that q9, ,(0; E, E) is nonzero as
q-0, whereas when p(E)=0, 9, ,(0;E,E) remains
finite as g-0. This behavior is reminiscent of the
transverse susceptibility of a Heisenberg system:
In that case the transverse susceptibility and the
longitudinal susceptibility are indistinguishable and
finite for T& T, where the order parameter M van-
I
ishes. For T& T, the transverse susceptibility &~
is of order M/g', where 4' is the wave vector.
Thus for &-0, p diverges. The analogy with Eq.
(2.14) is even closer if one investigates the frequency
dependence of 9, because then y, (~, q=0) =M/~,
so that p(E) is seen to be analogous to M and
g to ~. From this discussion it is clear that
it is essential to treat p(E) correctly. In the work
of Aharony and Imry~ ~ the first term of Eq. (2.14)
is not correctly treated.
At this point we record the formula for the ma-
croscopic conductivity Z. The Kubo-Qreenwood
formula for Z is
7TCO 8
Z, ~(~) =&,~Z(&u) = g (x —x');(x-x')~[(@&(K-E-&u) ) x' &( x'(6(X-E) (x&],„.20
X, X
(2 ~ 15)
%e can express this result in terms of Green's
functions as
(g
Z((u) =
~
—lim, g oa'9 (g; E+&u, E).4~ (n, , ~q'
(2 ' 16)
B. Heuristic discussion of critial exponents
In this part we will give some simple arguments
from which one can deduce the mean-field values
of the critical exponents for localization.
For simplicity we start by discussing the ran-
dom hopping model, i.e., we set gx) =0. For any
configuration 0 the eigenfunctions satisfy
g,(x, x'; E; 8,) =-g, (x, x'; E; 8,), x wx'. (2.19)
Since any configuration 0, has such a partner 0„
it is clear that
G,(x, x'; E) =0, x &x'.
On the other hand, in general
(2.19)
where 5 is a nearest-neighbor vector. Suppose
now that each t independently assumes the values
+ f, and -f,. One can easily see that G,(x, x'; E) =0
for x4x' as follows. Consider the two configura-
tions (9, and 6), shown in Fig. 2. The configuration
6, is obtained from 0, by reversing the signs of
the t's along some plane separating x from x'. lt
is clear from the form of Eq. (2.1V) that
tx, x+5 „x+g; 6I =E„o .x; G, (x, x; E) & 0. (2,20)
(2 ~ 17) This result is analogous to that for an Ising spin
glass, where each coupling J(x, x') can assume
the values +J and -J. There one has"
X +
[&o(x)o(x')&,],„=0, x ~x'
[(~'(x)&,]„=1,
(2.21a)
(2.21b)
+
+
+ .. +
x'
+
+
+
+)
+
X
where ( )r denotes a thermal average for fixed 8
and [ ],„again denotes an average over 8. For the
spin glass, it is known that the correlation func-
tion which becomes long ranged at the ordering
temperature is26'~ [(o'(x)&(x')&'r],„. Clearly, the
analogous quantity here which plays the role of
the order-parameter susceptibility is
y(x, x') =9.
..(x, x';E). (2.22)
FIG. 2. Two configurations, 8~ and 82, of the nearest-
neighbor random bond model used to calculate
G~(x, x';E). The values of t(x, x') are +to and —$0 as in-
dicated by+ or —,respectively. The t's- enclosed by the
solid curve are those cut by a plane separating x from
x', and are the ones whose signs are changed to obtain
82 from 8&.
X(0) =$ X(x, x')
x'
(2.23)
Since we are considering the case with p =0, we
can ignore the o', o' subscripts [cf. Eqs. (2.13) and
(2.14)]. We expect
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to diverge as E approaches the mobility edge
where the wave functions begin to become extend-
ed.
One standard way to find the mean-field form
for y(0) is to consider the uniform coupling mod-
el." Accordingly, we study the model for which
each t independently obeys
[f(x, x')),„=0,
[t(x, x')'],„=0(,/N,
(2.24a)
(2.24b)
where the factor N ' in Eq. (2.24b) is inserted to
maintain a finite bandwidth in the limit N-. As
a result of the infinite-range couplings in this mod-
el, all states are extended, and as is well known,
the density of states is given by the semicircular
distribution"
(2/vE')(E' E')'~'—, ~ E ~ & E, (2.25a)
p,(E) =
0, jEi &E. (2.25b}
where E, =2o(,. We have, from Eqs. (2.13) and
(2.14), that for E' &k,
the mean-field values of y and P is to analyze a
nearest-neighbor model on the Cayley tree. This
procedure is carried out in Appendix A and con-
firms the values y=P=&.
In analogy with the spin glass one might expect a
possibility of competition between ordering in 9 and
ordering in G, the former being analogous to spin-
glass order, the latter to ferromagnetic order-
ing."'0 In fact, as we shall see, this type of com-
petition can indeed occur. When the fluctuations in
f(x, x'} are much larger than its average value,
then one has the strong-coupling ca.se discussed
above. In the reverse limit one has single-particle
ordering, i.e., G (x, x'; E) becomes long ranged at
the band edge. In addition, there will also be a
higher-order critical point where both G (x, x'; E}
and 9,x(x, x'; E„E,.) show critical fluctuations.
We have carried out the discussion in terms of
the random bond model because this model is the
easiest one to treat. In particular, one can easily
argue that G (x, x'; E) might be short ranged for a
random site potential, e.g., for the model
~G 1 1
"( ) = sE = „N &(E„-E)',„
~ac p (E')
(El E)2
C
Inserting Eq. (2.25) for po(E') yields
(0) = IE'-E'. I-'"
(2.26a)
(2.26b)
(2.21)
X(0}=-g t,y-„„-c„-c„;+ p(x}c~c„-,
X,X X
(2.28)
where y-„-„=1if x and x' a,re nearest-neighboring
sites and is zero otherwise. If one replaces this
model by a continuum model with random square-
well potentials, viz. ,
so that y = 2 for localization within mean-field
theory. The discussion at the end of part A of this
section indicates that p(E) shouM be interpreted
as the order-parameter density. Thus Eq. (2.25)
corresponds to P = 2. An alternative way to obtain
V
X(x,x'; 8) = (- Xx+((xj)X(x—x'), (2.29)
then one sees that the phase difference between
widely separated points depends on the details of
the intervening gx), as is illustrated in Fig. 3.
This averaging over V(x}introduces a phase inco-
herence that prevents long-range correlations in
G,(x, x'; E}. This argument is in fact not conclu-
sive. If the variation in the potential is small
enough, and if the spatial dimensionality, d, is
large enough, this phase incoherence does not
take place. This regime is the weak-coupling case
mentioned above. As we shall see, this regime
exists only for d&4.
C. Localized states
l
X)
I
X2 X
FIG. 3. Schematic plot of the wave function, g(x), for
a one-~&~ensional sequence of random potential wells.
It is clear that the phase of $(x2) relative to that of g(x~)
depends. on the @~aber of oscillations in g(x) and hence
on the details of &(x) for x~ &x&x2. Thus there is no
long-range phase coherence in g(x). Ih higher spatial
dimension one can change the phase of $(xm) by changing
the potentials along a plane separating x~ and x2 in anal-
ogy with Fig. 1.
P(V) = (2vo', ) "'exp(-V'/2am) . (2.30)
An exact variational result can be obtained by
writing the Hamiltonian in the form
Here we present some variational arguments
and estimates for the density of localized states.
First we consider the random site model of Eq.
(2.28) where V(x) obeys a Gaussian probability
distribution
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36 = g [V(x) + zto]c c„+IV (2.31)
(2.32)
where z is the coordination number of the lattice
and
IV=-zt, g y„- „-,(c.—c,)(c„-—c„-,) . (2.33)
X~X'
In this decomposition it is clear that W is a non-
positive operator. As a result, if the eigenvalues
of X and X are labeled E,'&E,'&E', & ~ ~ ~ and
E, -E,-E, & ~ ~ ~, respectively, then
dominated by the contribution in Eq. (2.39).
result, Eq. (2.39), was obtained in three dimen-
sions by Halperin and I ax."' ' We stress here
that it is valid in all dimensions.
For the bond case we assume each nearest
neighbor t to obey a probability distribution
P(t) = (2voi) "'exp(-t2/2o2) . (2.40)
If one bond has an anomalously large value of t,
denoted T, and is surrounded by neighboring t's,
denoted t, assumed to be much smaller, then to
leading order in T the resulting energy levels are
En- En (2.34) E=+T. (2.41)
2
ztoV(x)=E 1 ——, (2.37)
and consequentl. y
Jf p(E'ldE'- f P(V)d V . (285)
w QQ w QQ
This inequality tells us that even for arbitrarily
high spatial dimensionality there is a finite frac-
tion of states below any finite energy. Thus, the
mean-field distribution for p(E) can not properly
describe the case of finite coordination number z
with a Gaussian distribution of site energies.
We can determine the asymptotic form of p(E)
for large ~E i by a very simple construction. For
large iEi the existence of an energy level depends
on a single site x having V(x) -E. The probs. bility
for this to happen is' clearly of order e i" . To
this order we may assume that the neighbors of
site x have V(x) -0. Thus, the localized state at
x has energy E approximately given by perturba-
tion theory as
2
E= V(x) 1+— (2.36)
To obtain a given value of E it is clear that V(x)
must assume the value
In analogy with Eq. (2.36) this leads to a contri-
bution to P(E) of the form
P(E) = (2wo', ) "'~ exp( E2/2o2) (2.42)
E=+ Tq =+T,
k=1
(2.43)
which leads to the result
b
P(E) = [[P(T )dT ]6(E—T) (2.44a)
=K (2w/o')"'E" ' exp(-E'/2o') (2.44b)
where K ' =2~'m I(b/2) 'Owing . to the prefator
of order E' ', the dominant contribution to P(E)
comes from the configuration in which a central
site is surrounded by z bonds. For this configura-
tion the unperturbed eigenfunction of interest is
where A is a prefactor independent of E. How-
ever, unlike the random-site case, other config-
urations must be considered. In particular, those
in which a central site is surrounded by b occupied
bonds with 2 & b & z also contribute significantly
to P(E). [These configurations are shown in Fig.
8(b) below. ] If the b bonds have t's equal to T„T„.. . , T„ then one has to leading order in T,
and the probability for this to happen is
E' zt,P(E) - (2no 2) "' exp
i
—,+ —,'2oa os (2.39}
The fact that neighboring sites x' have V(x) of
order 0', would induce corrections in which E'
in Eq. (2.37) is replaced by E [I+ O(o', /E )],
which does not affect the result of Eq. (2.39).
Likewise, the contributions to p(E) from clusters
of s sites having energy near E would probably
be of order e ' '"s, but at any rate would be
E ztI' Vx = 2@a, 'i'exp —,1 ——,
S
(2.38)
so that
i
0) + g (T, /T) i 6)),1 (2.45)
E=+T 1+ 4 T T to 5l&x to 52&x2T
6l~ 62
(2.46)
It is easy to see that this leads to a result of the
form
P(E) =C,E' ' exp(-E'/2o', ) . (2.47)
where i0) and i 6) are excitations on the central
site and on the neighboring site 5, respectively.
For this configuration the perturbation result
analogous to Eq. (2.36} is
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However, since the constant C, is algebraically
quite complicated and does not depend on E, we
will not consider it further.
The above states are well localized in the vi-
cinity of a single site and can be discussed per-
turbatively as we have done. There is another
class of localized states which exist on a length
scale larger than that of the lattice and which are
the only ones that exist in the continuum model
with no spatial correlations in V(x). These states
have been studied by Zittartz and Langer, Hal-
perin and Lax, and others. '0 For large (-E) and
d&4 they find a density of states of the form
0.30--
I
0.25--
0.20--
0.15--
0.10--
05--
E
lnp - ( E)2-t(» (2.48)
The crossover from the behavior of Eq. (2.39) to
that of Eq. (2.48) in three dimensions was studied
by Halperin and Lax. ' ' ' We will see in Sec. VI
that both types of localized states emerge from
an analysis of instantons of finite action in the
field theories presented in the next section.
D. Overview of various models
~zp
In this part we will discuss qualitatively the
density of states of various models. First we
make some observations about the nonrandom
models, in particular the tight-binding model.
For this model the band energies are given by
d.
E(k) = 2t, g cosh,.)=1
and we will set t, = —,' for simplicity. The asso-
ciated pure-system Green's functions are
(2.49)
1 d 1G, (0, 0;E)= 2 ~ d~k gQ cosk, —E+i'6
&~i
(2.50)
Using the standard relations for the Bessel func-
tion Jo(x), one writes Eq. (2.50) as
0.(0, 0;z)=if e' ' "'(e(t)]'dt.
0
(2.51)
The familiar result for p(E) for d =3 is shown in
Fig. 4(a). Here we note the asymptotic form for
p(E) as d-~. A steepest-descent evaluation for
the hypercubic lattice yields the density of states
p c(E):
(E) = (2/v)' 'e -" ' "' (2.52)
Corrections to this result are of relative order
E'/z', so that this form is valid for E«z"~. [Of
course, psc(E) =0 for ~E
~
& —,'z. ] It is interesting
to note that asymptotically as z —~ all states for
the hypercubic lattice have energies bounded by.
+const && z"'. 1n the limit z-~ the density of
states for the nonrandom (or bond random) Cayley
tree, denoted p„obtained in Appendix A becomes
f E ')l(/22
v z p, (E) = —1 —
~
—
((~z& (2.53)
and these results are displayed in Fig. 4(b).
The density of states and mobility edges for
some of the random models we have introduced
are shown in Fig. 1, and we will discuss these
results briefly here.
First consider the nearest-neighbor bond model
obtained from Eq. (2.1) by setting V(x) =0 and
taking t(x, x') to be nonzero only if x' is a nearest
neighbor of x. The density of states for this model
can be seen to be an even function of E as follows.
Divide the lattice into two sublattices. g and b such
that all nearest neighboring sites to sites of sub-
lattice g are in sublattice b and vice versa. Let
(1)„(x;8)and E„(8) be a solution to Eq. (2.17). Then
consider Q„(x;8) obtained as
Q„(x; 8) = (t)„(x;8), x c a (2.54)
E/
-15 -10 -05 0 05 10 1 5
FIG. 4. Density of states for various non random mo-
dels. (a) The tight-binding model (0~= 0&=4) with tp= z
for d= 3. (b) The tight-binding model in the asymptotic
limit 2d= z-' . The curve labeled HC is that for the
hypercubic lattice, Eq. (2.52), and that labeled C is that
for the Cayley tree, Eq. (2.53).
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Q„(x;8)=-g„(x;8), xcb .
Clearly, Q„(x; 8) satisfies
(2.55) III. DEVELOPMENT OF A FIELD THEORY
A. Replicated generating functions
t x,x+ 5 Q„x+ 5; 8 = —E„8 Q„x;8 . 2.56
Thus p(E) =p(-E). This argument can be extended
to show that
9, „(x,x';E,E') =9, „(x,x', -E, -E') . (2.57}
[t(x,x')],= toy. .. —= —f,(x,—x'),
so that the mobility edge at -E, corresponds to
zero wave vector. Energies E & -E, will be re-
ferred to as "below the mobility edge, " or as "in
the localized regime. "
(2.58)
Thus, if there is a mobility edge at E=E„ there
is also one at E =-E,.
A similar argument shows that for the nearest-
neighbor site model for which t(x, x ) =-t,p. -,
and V(x) obeys a probability distribution which
is an even function of E, the above result also
holds: p(E) =p( E) and —a mobility edge at E=E,
implies the existence of one at E =-E,.
The commonly held view is that p(E) is smooth
at the mobility edge. This situation is shown in
Fig. 1(c). Our results indicate that for high d,
p(E}=0 at the mobility edge as shown in Fig. 1(d).
Finally, one can consider the continuum-site
model of Eq. (2.29). For this model there are
extended states for al.l energies above a critical
value. The cases of low and high d are shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
For the symmetric models any treatment of
E&0 will, of course, hol.d with trivial modifica-
tions for the case E &0, and we shall often display
this symmetry explicitly. Hdwever, to fix our
ideas we will concentrate on the mobility edge
at the lowest (most negative} energy. Since
the renormalization group is most naturally
phrased in terms of long-wavelength excitations,
we will adopt the convention that
In this section, we will develop a field-theo-
retic" generating function for the ensemble-
averaged Green's functions introduced in the pre-
ceding section. Our starting point is the repre-
sentation of a matrix inverse in terms of a Gaus-
sian integral:
(3.1a)
where
(3.1b}
L;[4(x)]=+3 f g $(x)[E5. .. —X(x,x')]y(x')
X X
7
(3.2a)
—
= L [$(x),E], (3.2b)
g ~ I ~[&~ (x)] (3.3)
P,(x) —e""'g,(x) (3.4)
as is shown in Fig. 5(b). This transformation
eliminates the sign difference between L, and L'
and the factor of i from both. The Green's func-
and the integration over L, (L ) is defined for E
in the upper (lower) half complex E plane where
the integrals converge. Here and below fI)g de-
notes a functional integral. For example,
fDg, =Q f dg, (x), where the integrations run
along the real axis as shown in Fig. 5(a}.
It is convenient to rotate the paths of integration
for P, (x) and g (x) into the compl. ex plane via the
transformation
Im
(b)
(c)
Im
Re P, Re P,
FIG. 5. Contours of integration g~. (a) The original contours in Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) along the real axis. (b) The ro-
tated contours obtained using Eq. (3.4). (c) The deformed contour for P,. The deformed contour for g is obtained by
reflection about the real axis. The part of the contour along the real axis gives the dominant contribution to Re = and
its evaluation leads to perturbation theory and the & expansion treated in Sec. V. The curved contours give the domi-
nant contribution to Im " and are evaluated in Sec. VI where we treat localized states.
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g, (x, x';E;, 8)=( x
~ i
x') (S.5a)
Cg 8)a),n, x, x' e
where
(s.eb)
-L Cgz= )"~y @y (s.7)
In order to calculate averages of quantities over
the ensemble of random potentials, we use the
familiar replica trick. 26 '28"~'~'" I et i = (n, o),
o-'=1, 2, . . . , n, and o =+1 be a 2n-component
replica index and introduce the replicated field
+,.(x) by
4', (x) = y. (x) .
Then we have
(s. 8}
tions are then expressed as expectation values of
products of the fields g, (x) and P (x) with respect
to the Lagrangian
&o [&. C E-. E )=-&'[&. E.]+~'I&-E--) (3 5a)
-=L'-[4. E,) . (s. 5b)
Thus we have
of cumulants of the random variables V(x) and
t(x, x') via
oo[e"")., = exp g —„, y"C.(a]l, (3.13)n= I
where C„(X}is the nth cumulant of X. We will
always choose [V(x)],„to be zero. For a Gaussian
random V(x) with variance o,' we have
[exp [--,'4r(x) V(x)4(x)]],„=exp(-', o,'[4 r(x)4 (x)]') .
(3.14)
We wish to consider cases in which the average
value of the hopping t(x, x') is nonzero. As noted
in Sec. IID, we will set the average value of t(x, x')
to be —toy„-„x. For t(x, x') having a Gaussian dis-
tribution about this average value we have
[exp[ t(x, x-')4r(x)4 (x']],„
= exp [t,(x, x')0'r (x)4' (x')]
xexp[-,' o', y„--„.[e' (x)e(x')]'] . (8.15)
We will now concentrate on Gaussian randomness
in both V(x ) and t(x, x') and express the average
generating function in three different ways. The
first follows directly from Eqs. (8.10) through
(3.15}:
Ztf = ~g -L ['ki&+) E ] (s. 9)
where now D@ denotes integration over all +,(x)
and
l,„[4';E„E]=gI, [P;E„E]
[Zn) g)@e-r l+:Zl
where
(3.16)
I [+;E] = - 2 g 4r (x }[E5 „- „-x + t,(x, x '}]4(x'}
X, X'
=--,'Q @r(x)[E5 ., —X(x, x')1]@(x'),
X) X
(3.10)
E,( —E,5 )5„., i=(u, o), j=(P, o'). (3.11)
Quantities of interest are obtained from [2"]„in
the limit n -0. Since bond and site potentials are
independent random variables, we have
exp --,' +*x 3C x, x'+ x'
hs X X
~ av
where matrix multiplication in the 2n-dimensional
space defined by the index i is understood where
applicable, 1 is the 2nx2n unit matrix, and E is
the 2n x 2n diagonal energy matrix
-8a, + x 4'x
--,'o', Q y„-„-x[%r(x)C(x')]' (3.17)
X)X
and we set to(x, x'}= to(x, x') l. As is well known,
the averaging process produces effective fourth-
order potentials. "The averaged Green's functions
introduced in Sec. II can easily be expressed in
terms of expectation values of 4', (x). In particular,
we have
G, (x, x', E) =(q",(x)P, (x'}), (3.18)
9...(x, x'; E„E,.) =(p(x}g.(x}q",(x",y), (x'))
(i ej), (3.19)
[exp f--,'@ (x)V(x)y(x)]]„ 9, (x, x'; E) =([g(x)P(x')]')
-&[0"(x)]') &[g(x')]'&, (8.20)
x „, [exp[-t(x, x')4' (x)+(x')]]„, (3.12)
where (x, x) denotes the bond connecting sites x
and x'. Equation (8.12) can be expressed in terms
where i &j indicates that Eq. (3.19) does not apply
if a = P and o = o'.
As argued in Sec. II, one expects singularities
associated with the mobility edge to appear in 9
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but not necessarily in G. This would indicate
that +,{x)4',(x }rather than 4, (x) is the "order
parameter" associated with the mobility transi-
tion. . Therefore we introduce a change of vari-
ables that allows us to focus on this quantity. The
Hubbard-Stratanovich identity leads to the rela-
tion
exp 4 g x)x Cgx +yx +) x Cyx
X,X' fsj
where Q(x) = Q, ,(x) is an 2n&2n component sym-
metric matrix, and the form factor for the cumu-
lant of the random potentialA. (x, x') in our case
is given by
{3.22)
Using E(ls (3 ~ 16) and (3 21) we obtain the second
form for the generating function, viz. :
= ( x)j) axe{--'. le A '(x, x')ex()(x) j)(x')
x.x»
e-I t%;Q; z j (3.23}
+~ 4 X X O'X', 3.2l
I, [4', Q;E]=-,' g A '(x, x')Tr[Q(x)Q(x')] & Q @r(x-)gE+q(„)jg +t („- „-j)]@(„-)
s x,x'
Correlation functions involving @,(x)+&(x') can be expressed in terms of Q,~(x). IJsing
e(x)e, (x)xxe(! /ex(x)q(x)e(x)), ixj
exp
I
-2 Q4'r(x)Q (x)@(x)
-,'eg(x)ey(x)xx)t(-,' Qe"(x)j)(x)e(x)), i =j
(3.24)
and integrating by parts we obtain
G, (x, x; E) = [2A(q = 0}] '(Q"„(x))
9, (x, x', E„E )
= --'A '{x x')
+ —, & 'X, X,
gyx2
&&a-'(x„x ), (3.27)
A (g ) = -,' o,' + o', y ((l ) (3.23)
is the spatial Fourier transform of A(x, x'}. Here
and below all averages indicated by (}will be taken
with respect to L, in order to generate the averaged
Green 8 funct1ons of 1nterest. Since we w111 be
mainly interested in long-wavelength disturbances,
the numerical factor by which+~(x)@q(x) and Q,~(x)
differ will often be ignored.
To obtain a Lagrangian desex'lbing the develop-
ment of ordering in Q, we now consider integrat-
ingout the@variables. Since I [(+; Q; E)] isquadra-
tic in%, this integration can be done analytically.
This is a consequence of the use of a Gaussian
distribution for the random potentials. Other
distributions would give rise to sixth and higher order
terms in 4' making an analytic integration over
4 impossible. In that case integration over 4(x)
I,[Q; E]=-,' Tr (ln([E+ Q(x)] 6-„-„.+ ~t(x, x')j)
Xg X
+-,' Tr [q(x)A '(x, x')Q(x')].
In this equation the trace operate. on indicated by
the notation Tr-„„» is over both the x'eplica and
spatial indices. Specjal cases of I, that are of
some interest are those of site randomness (o~~
= 0, I, = L,,), where
I,,[q, E]= —,' Tr (in[[E + Q(x )]5„--„.+ t,(x, x')] )
Xs X
T ". (3.31)
and bond randomness (oe = t() = 0, I = I ),)j where
(3.30)
I„[Q,E]= -,' g Tr ln [E + Q(x )]
+, Tr [Q(x)y-„'-„,q(x')]. (3.32)
«~ X,X—
leads to an infinite series for I, (Q; E) which differs
from the form we obtain below by tex'ms of higher
order in Q which are irrelevant for the high spa-
tial dimensj. onality we consider. Thus we claim to
capture the essence of the problem with the Gaus-
sian distribution. Pex'forming the integration over
4, we find the third fox"m for the generating func-
tion:
(3.29)
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Note that in the case of pure site randomness each
term in L in an expansion of Q(x) is spatially
nonlocal, whereas in the case of pure bond random-
ness only the quadratic term is spatially nonlocal.
B. Complete set of 2n X 2n matrices
It is somewhat confusing to work with symmetric
tensor order parameters, since not all components
of such tensors are independent. To circumvent
this problem, we introduce a complete set of
(2n)(2n+ 1)/2 symmetric matricesIq satisfying
Similarly, in equilibrium we have
(Q) = Q' = v n (Q, I", + Q I 0 ) . (8.43)
where
(3.41}
where 1~" is the nxn unit matrix. Note that E
only has nonzero components along (0, ++}and
(0, --):
E=vm(E I'++E I }. (8.42}
Tr I), Ix. = 6), ) (8.33) C. External fields and Legendre transforms
Then Q and E can be decomposed as
Q= ZQ~Ix
X.
E= EgI)„
X
and we have
Tr Q(x)Q(x') = QQg(x)Q„(x').
Since the symmetry between@=+ and v =- is
explicitly bxoken, it is convenient to decompose
the set (X] into three subsets (p, p} for p = oa'
= ++, ——,and +-with respective associated
matrices{I&++] with n(n+ 1)/2 members of the
form
(8.34a)
(8.34b)
(8.35)
(z„o'I
(O 0)
(I& ] with n(n + 1)/2 members of the form
(8.36)
(3.87)
and II„' 'Iwith n' members of the form
(8.39a}
(8.89b}
Tr.KpKpt = 6ppg,
j.Tr MpMpt = y Gap t.
Since (Q~,",1) is proportional to G, and is thus al-
ways nonzero, we expect Q to order along the
particular directions (0, ++) and (0, --) defined
via (I, O)
40 Io)
(3.40a)
(8.40b)
(3.38)
(M~ 0)
where. 0 is the my n zero matrix and M& and K„are,
respectively, (nxn} and (nxn) symmetric matrices
satisfying
Though we are only interested in situations
where E has the form of Eq. (3.42), it is clear
that the Lagrangians of Eqs. (3.17) and (8.24)
admit an E(x) that is an arbitrary symmetric
matrix and a function of position. In this context,
E~(x ) is the field conjugate to 4, (x)4&(x }for
i +j and --,'E«(x) is that conjugate to+, (x)'.
Using Eg. (3.26) we see that this implies that
—
—', Ez(x) is the field conjugate to -,'g-„iA '(x, x'}
x Q)(x'), i.e.,
= =--.' g A-'(x, ')&Q.( ')&.28E z(x)
It is convenient for the purpose of generating cor-
relation functions of Q(x }to consider deviations
5E (x) of E from the diagonal form of Eq. (8.42)
and introduce
(3.44)
H(x)= --,' Q A '(x, x')6E(x')
x~
as the field conjugate to Q(x). Similarly, to gen-
erate correlation functions involving 4', (x }, we
introduce a conjugate field h, (x). H(x) and h(x)
appear linearly in an additive term in the Lagran-
gian:
(3.45)
SH„(x)SH „(x')
' '" "'=ah, (;)sh„(;)
(3.48b)
=4~~&, t[&„G,(x, x';E)+6, G (x,x';E}].
(8.48c)
II) x gx — hex 4)x . 346
Xsg Xsi
In the presence of I.,„&, becomes a function of
H(x} and h, (x } as well as of E and we define
E(E,H(x), K(x)) = -ln". (3.47)
We may use I' to generate all correlation functions
involving'(x} and Q(x). In particular, we have
8P(Q (x))= H (-)
D „~,(x, x') = (Qq(x)Qqt(x')) -(Q „(x)) (Qqt(x'))
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I',",'(x, x') = [D ');„,,-„, . (3.52)
We will also on occasion be interested in vertex
functions involving the field 4j. Denoting deriva-
tives with respect to 4 j by Subscripts C j, we
write, for example,
2 1
8 h;(x(8 h, (P) ) (3.53)
and I'+~ ~q, can be viewed either as a function of Q
or H=O.
D. Ward identity
It is clear from the definition of " as an integral
over fields 4,(x) that F is invariant with respect
to changes in S =E+tp of a particular type. For
simplicity, we will treat only the case with t p 0,
though the final result, Eq. (3.62), applies with
minor modifications even when t, 40. Let U be
any 2n &2n rotation matrix. Then the transforma-
tion
(3.54)
In the mean-field and e-expansion analyses of
succeeding sections, we will employ extensively
the Legendre transforms, F, of F with associated
vertex functions. I' is a function of the expectation
values (Q) and (4') of Q and O'. To avoid writing too
many angular brackets, however, we will write
I'(Q, .4') with the understanding that Q and 4' signify
(Q) and (4). There are three forms of I' associated
with the three forms of L. They are
r(e) =F(E, o, h)+ gh, .(x)4', (x), (3.49a)
x, j
I'(Q, 4') = F(E,H, h)+ g Hg(x) Qg(x)
x, X
+ g h,.(x)4,.(x), (3.49b)
x, j
I'(Q) =F(E, H, 0)+g Hq(x)Qq(x). (3.49c)
x, X
We will be most concerned with the la.st form
which can be expanded in terms of its vertex func-
tions as
I'(Q) = I"(Q')
—I y ~y„Xg) ~ ~ ~ p
tn=]. (y) nt
x6Q& (x~) x ~ ~ x6Q& (x„), (3.50)
where 6Q~(x) =Qq(x) —Qq(x), where Qoq(x) satisfies
the equation of state
I'„"'(Qo~(x)) =H~(x) (3.51)
and reduces to Q'„of Eq. (3.43) when H(x) =0. The
two-point vertex function is the inverse Q~(x) cor-
relation function:
leaves " unchanged. Thus, we have that
:-(E)=:-(E'),
where
E'=V 'EU.
Now, chose Uto have components
(3.55)
(3.56)
U„~, B~ =6 y6„8'~ +&„86„.(1 —6„y), (3.57)
where y' can have any value from 1 to n and
cos p -singaa'
sin+ cos+
Setting E,„=E...&, we have for small
(3.58)
and
6E„=2E,
6E =-2E,
=(E E )y
(3.59a)
(3.59b)
(3.59c)
N aE„ =-,'G, (x, x; E,), (3.61a)
N ', =9, (@=0;E„E),Q2F
+-
and setting E„=E„weobtain
(3.61b)
G+(x, x; E,) —G (x, x; E )
a~o +
(3.62)
which is precisely the identity derived by Velicky"
and presented in Sec. II. Expressed in terms of
functions of Qz, this says that
limD„, „, (q) =2A((l =0) ' +1.Q,
—Q
a~o +
(3.63)
In particular, when the density of states is non-
zero, Q, &Q, so that 9 g ' and s'I"/sQ, eQ -q
for g 0.
IV. MEAN-FIELD THEORY
A. Preliminaries
The simplest approximation for calculating quan-
tities such as G, Q, etc., is mean-field theory.
In this approximation, spatial fluctuations of any
order parameters are ignored, and " is evaluated
'dF ~F ~F ~F
=2E, —2E, — (E„-E )=0.
9q7
(3.60)
Differentiating this expression with respect to E, ,
using
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at the minimum value for 1..3' In most applications
there is no ambiguity in the mean-field approxi-
mation. Here, however, me must exercise some
care because we have three different forms for I.,
and mean-field theory for one form will not cor-
respond to that for another. In particular, 1.(Q)
and thus the mean-fieM expression for I'(Q) con-
tain all possible loop corrections arising from the
fieM 4, whereas L(4) does not. This observation
is important because one can in principle calcuj. ate
the density of states either from
vp(E) =+ImG, (x, x; E}=aIm{$,(x)g, (x)) (4.1a)
vp(E) =+ImG, {x,x; E) =+Im[2A(q =0)j '{Q,","(x)).
{4.1b)
In addition, when discussing competition between
fluctuations ln Q and fluctuations ln 4' one wishes
to be able to treat these variables on an equal
footing.
We mill first consider the single-particle Green's
function and then consider functions of Q. Mean-
field theory applied to 1.(4) yields the trivial re-
sult
mhich is just the inverse Gaussian propagator with
no contributions due to scattering from the random
potential. On the other hand, using Eq. (3.24), we
obtain from 1{4,Q} that
I"g,
~ (x, x') =-I[E,q Q+, q(x)j&-„-„~ t+(x0, ')x&g J (4.2a)
=-[G '(x, x')j), . (4.2b)
Equation (4.2) defines the Green's function G(x, x')
in the presence of a spatially varying Q(x). In
equilibrium, Q will have the form of Eq. (3.43),
and the homogeneous mean-field Green's function
0
for A. =0, ++ or 0, --, where Q, is defined in Eq.
(3.43). We expect these solutions to be the physi-
cal solutions though other solutions will be dis-
cussed in Sec. VI. The inver se susceptibility ma-
tr1x ls
I'g~~g~. (x, x') = ~A '(x, x')6qq.
—2 Tr[G(x, x')I~.G(x', x) f~] .
Xg, X (4.6)
Assuming uniform solutions for 9 of the form of
Eqs. (3.43) and (4.5}, we find
I po a p'a'a'(q) =5''5o a'5a a'I o~ a (q) (4. I)
—I (&) (q}
There are no cross correlation functions linking
(p,, +-) to (p., ++) or to (y,, --). The three-point
vertex
(s )
~k, k, X,(xlt xnan x8)
=
-2 Tr[G(x„x,)Iq G(x„x,)Iq G(x, x,)Iq, ]
gT r [-G(x„x,)I), G(x„x,)I), G(x„x,)Ig, j
mill be of some use in what follows. When E+ =E
and Q(x) is uniform with Q, =Q =9, this expres-
sion simplifies considerably:
~x,x,z,(%~q2~ qs) =a'(qx~q2~%)»1 ~~1x21~,5(% +q2 +q3)
(4.10)
G,(q; E,) = —[E,+Q, + to(q) ] ' .
In mean-field theory, I'(Q} is identical to QQ}.
The equation of state is then
~o)(q) sL(@)
s@~(x}
=2+A '(x, x')Qg{x')- 2 TrG(x, x)Ig=H„.
x'
(4.4)
For II& =0 this equation has un&cform solutions with
Q„=O for A. OO, ++ or 0, -- in which case it may
be mx'itten as
=—'A '(q=O)Q, + g[E;+Q, +f (q)] '=0 (4.5)
co(0, 0, 0) =co =— [E+Q+t,(k)] '. (4.11)
S. The strong-coupling limit: Gaussian random hopping
{to=0, eg = 0, ag, A Oi
When the average hopping is zero, the analysis
of mean-field theory' simplifies considerably.
First we recall the discussion in Sec. II which
showed that G,(x, x'; E) is proportional to ~„-„., so
that no long-range correlations can develop in
%q(x). This is contrasted to the case of a pure
band where G,(x, x', E) develops an infinite corre-
We mill see shortly that st the mobility edge E+
=E and 0, = 9 = 9 so that deviations of I ~'l. ~
from the form of Eq. (4.10) are small in the vicin-
ity of the mobility edge.
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lation length at the band edge. Thus, we know that
any singularities in the conductivity must arise
from fluctuations in the fields Q(x). The equation
of state for Q, and Q becomes purely algebraic,
where a is the lattice constant. As ~E~ -Z„
r ~'~(0; E, E) goes to zero:
r"&(0; z, z) -4z (E'-E',)'~', (4.19)
with solutions, for E,= E + ig,
g2 1/2
( ), ,g
E2 1/2
~
2E +&
~
—1 —1, Z2&Z2
(4.12)
(4.13a)
(4.13b} Q. - Q--IE. —lzl l ",
where in mean-field theory we have
indicating that E, marks both the critical diver-
gence of 8 and the appearance of a nonzero density
of states. Proceeding in analogy with phase tran-
sitions, we introduce critical exponents via the
relations
r"'(q," E, E) -(izl- E.)'II --«~'(lzl -E.) "&,
(4.20a)
(4.20b)
where
Z =20 z'/'. (4.14)
Vg =4,l
{4.21a)
(4.21b)
~~r =6~~.I'(2) {'2) (4.16)
1 1
r"'(q) =
2 .
~@
—
2(z Q)2 lz 1A (4 I'I)
Note that this result implies that 8, =9„=9
=9„when E'&E',. Using Eq. (4.13a), we obtain
E2 (E( E2 i/2
~I
2g2gf2
+
~
+0(q }s
C
(4.18)
We have chosen the branches of Q, so that it is
proportional to -(I/E} for large (E( as required
and also Q, =Q for E'&E',. For E'&E„Q, and
Q have imaginary parts leading to a semicircular
density of states as predicted by our heuristic ar-
gument in Sec. II:
E2 y/2 Z' & Z', (4.16a)
. p (4.15b)
This result also agrees with that for a generaliza-
tion of the present model'0 to one with rio orbitals
per site in the limit n, -. As expected, the in-
tegral of p over all energy is unity. Thus, within
mean-field theory, all states lie in the energy
range -E, &E &E,. {As noted in Sec. IIC there
are states at all energies. ) We shall verify shortly
that all these states are extended. Note that in
contrast to the pure case, the width of the region
in energy containing states scales as z' ' rather
than as z. This dependence on z agrees with the
exact I esult for the Cayley tree discussed in Ap-
pendix A.
We now turn to the inverse susceptlblllty
For E'&E'„Q, =Q =Q, and we have from Eqs.
(4.V) and (4.8) that
(2) 1 1 1 1 1
. e.)
1 — +l —1 ——2
le
(4.22)
r~',
~{0;E, E) is finite and complex for ~ Ej & E, and
tends to zero as ized -E,. Because of the Ward
identity, Eq. (3.62), we expect r~'2(q =0, E, E) to
be zero for 8'& 8'„ i.e., for the re'gion of extended
states. From Eq. (4.8), we find
'-{"=2'~(e 2(z. Q, )(z .Q)
2a2q2 E+ —E
zz', 2z(r~(E, —E +Q, —Q } '
(4.23b)
These exponents differ from the mean-field re-
sults @=1, P= v=-„ for common thermodynamic
transitions' or for percolation, "where y = P = 1
and v = &. However, these values do agree with
the heuristic arguments of Sec. II. They also cor-
respond to the mean-field exponents for the sta-
tistics of lattice animals, ' and in the next section
we will see that these two problems remain in the
same universality class in 8 —e dimensions. As
in the case of lattice animals, these modified
mean-field exponents occur because we are study-
ing properties for fixed fields H =0. The more
usual exponents, y=1, v=2, result if one con-
siders properties for fixed Q. Since fixing H cor-
responds to allowing G,(x, x; E) to vary, whereas
fixing Q corresponds to the rather unphysical sit-
uation where Gg(x~ x~ E) ls fixed~ the case of inter-
est is that of fixed H. %e will return to this point
later.
We now turn to the regime
~
E~ & E,. In this case
Q, &Q and I'z~'z~ is not proportional to ~),z . From
Eq. (4.8) we have
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which agrees with Eq. (3.63). Setting E, =E+&a
and E =E, we obtain
(4.24)
Z -(E,'- E')",
where (see Fig. 6)
(4.25}
(4.26)
Since Z(E) &0 for E'& E,', all states are conducting
in the mean-field approximation. This shortcom-
ing of mean-. field theory is expected in view of the
discussion of See. II.
C. Nonzero average hopping (t04 0)
L Strong versus week coupling
In a pure system, t040 Rnd v~=cr,'=0. In this
case, c.f. Eq. (4.3), G, (x, x') has a divergent
correlation length at the upper and lower band
edges, E~, = + t, (q = 0) = + st, . Since I (4) for this
case is quadratic in 4, the scaling properties of
these band edge critical points are described by
the Gaussian renormalization-group fixed point.
Now consider R rRndoIQ systeIQ~ Rnd for 81IQ-
plicity set 0, =0. In this case there are correc-
tions to 6 arising from scattering off the random
potential. On the other hand, we learned in the
previous sections that when t =0 end 0,'=0, the
field Q is critical at the mobility edge. Thus,
as o", and/or o,' is increased from zero when t,
in the small-e limit. Using Eq. (2.16) this implies
thRt the conductivity Z ls
t0, we have the possibility of either 4, Q, or
both being critical at the mobility edge. The eases
when 4' and Q are critical are the weak- and
strong-coupling cases, respectively.
The weak-coupling mobility edges, &~„are
determined by the condition G(q=0) '=0. To
one-loop order, we. have from Eq. (4.3) that
E~, + Q~, = + to(0) =+ sto, (4.27)
(4.26a)
(4.26b}
where we have defined the excitation energy &(k)
and A denotes A(q =0). Thus we have
() Ag 1
t, (0) -t, (k) ~- (4.29)
These equations locate the mobility edge only in
the weak-coupling case.
%6 may now study the competition between fluc-
tuations in @ and those in Q. The equation of
state determining Q, is given by Eq. (4.5), which
%'6 rewrite hei'6 ln the interest of elRllty.
where Q~, is the value of Q at the upper (lower}
band edge. Note that in order for solutions to
Eq. (4.27) to exist for real E„.and t„Q„must
be real, and consequently the density of states
at the shifted band edge must be zero. We shall
see that this is in fact the case for d&4, and a
shifted bRnd edge slngulRr1ty of the randoDl sy8'teDl
is possible. Of course, Q„must satisfy the equa-
tion of state which we write as
1
t (o) —t (k) ~to f s —y(k}
Q, + —„g[E,+Q, +~,(k)] '=0,
and the inverse Q susceptibibty in the disordered
regime (Q, =Q =Q) is I„'„",=6», I""'with
I"I,".&=
~I 1- —g[E+Q+t, (k)I 'I. (4.31)
FIG. 6. Behavior of the macroscopic coa8uctivity Z as
E approaches the mobility edges: Z - (E, -E~~. For
d &8 IIL= 1 as shown in (Ia).For d(8, p& 1 as shown in (b).
For d neal 8, @=1-56/36.
&8 & Rpproaches the mobility edge in the dis-
ordered phase either of two results can occur.
(a) In the strong-coupling limit the solutions to
Eq. (4.30) for Q, remain real until I'"' vanishes
at E =E, or E =E„or (b) the solutions to Eq.
(4.30) for Q, become complex at E=E~ or E =E~,
before I ~'~ becomes zero. The second possibility
corresponds to the weak-coupling ease. Hence we
see that w6 have the weak-coupling case if
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(4.32a)
or
(4.32b)
and the strong-coupling case if the inequality is re-
versed. Thus when'/(zt, )'= ( 2o', +zo~)/(zt, }' is
large enough, Q fluctuations dominate and one
has the strong-coupling mobility edge. Note
also that the sum on the left-hand side of Eq. (4.32)
diverges as (d —4) ' as d-4+, so that the weak
couPling mobility edge can only occur fox d&4.
These considerations give rise to the phase dia-
gram for the Gaussian bond model shown in Fig.
V.
It is clear that the critical properties of the
weak-coupling problem are described by the Gaus-
sian fixed point of the field theory of Eq. (3.1V).
The strong-coupling problem is described by
another universality class which will be studied
in the next section and which becomes non-mean-
field-like for d'&8. There is also a multicritical
point which we will not study in this paper at which
both 4 and Q are critical.
ENERGY
2. Strong coupling
In the strong-coupling regime Q is critical at
the mobility edge. Therefore we expect critical
properties at the mobility edge when I,,40 to be
very similar to those for t, = 0 discussed in the
preceding section. We will now show that this is
the case in mean-field theory and, in the process,
display some general properties of the field theory
that will be useful in the next section.
The localization problem is naturally studied
as a function of the energy E. The field theory
we have derived, however, is naturally studied
as a function of Q. As in the case of lattice
animals, ' the values of critical exponents depend
on whether Q is held constant or not, and it is
of interest to study both cases. We begin by
studying the case of constant Q. In this case as
E varies, I varies in accord with the equation of
state (4.4). If Q, and Q are fixed and are dif-
ferent, there will be separate critical points as
a function of E for r, , r, and r, [cf. Eq. (4.8)]
within mean-field theory. Since we are interested
in the critical point at which all are simultaneously
critical, we take Q, =Q =Q. In this case, the
critical energy, E,(Q), is determined by the equa-
tion
r.. (E,(Q), Q)=- I'"' (E,(Q), Q; q= o)= o (4.33)
which has two solutions corresponding to the top
and the bottom of the conduction band. Expanding
for E, =E,(Q)+LE, near E,(Q), we have
I,",(Q; E„;q) = ,' w (E„Q)(4E,—+d E,, ) +Kq',
w~~~
Zto
- Ob
FIG. V. Phase diagram for the Gaussian nearest-
neighbor bond model (o,=o) as a function of E and ob,
as defined by Eq. (3.15). The negative energy part of
the diagram (not shown) is obtained by symmetry from
the positive energy part. The full line separates the lo-
calized states which exist for E & E, (except for o~= 0)
from the extended states which exist for «E,. For
small o& the transition is a weak-coupling (co) one where
G~(x, x'; E) becomes critical. For large o.& the transition
is a strong-coupling (s) one where g,(k, x'; E) becomes
critical. The multicritical point where both functions
have critical behavior is indicated by x. Inside the ex-
tended state regime there is no obvious way to distin-
guish between the weak- and strong-coupling phases. If
these phases could be distinguished, then one would have
a phase boundary connecting the multicritical point at
positive energy with that at negative energy. The dashed
line is the asymptote E= Mz o.&.
yg—-1,
gq ——0,
(4.35a)
(4.35b)
(4.35c}
in agreement with common mean-field theories.
Notice, however, that yz and vz are twice as
large as p, and v, of Eq. (4.21) that result when
Q satisfies the equation of state and varies in
response to changes in E.
(4.34)
where w is defined in Eq. (4.11}and & is a non-
zero constant which can be calculated from Eq.
(4.8). Note that w(E„Q) is positive at the top of
the band and negative at the bottom. Also ~E, is
positive (negative) if E, is in the region of localized
states above (below) the conduction bind. Thus
m&E, is positive in the region of localized states.
One can define critical exponents from Eq. (4.34}
in the usual way. The mean-field susceptibility,
correlation length, and critical point exponents
at constant Q are
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r&ii(z„q, ) =H, (4.36a)
r.".'. (z„q,}= 0. (4.36b)
One can carry out a general analysis for the be-
havior near an arbitrary point on this critical
line. ' " For simplicity we confine our attention
to the point of physical interest, i.e. , to H=O, for
which
I."'(E„Q,) = 0,
r&2& (E q )=0
(4.36c)
(4.36d)
To study behavior in the vicinity of the critical
point, we expand in both &E,=E, —E, and 4 Q,
0 C'
We now consider what happens when Q satisfies
the equation of state. As noted above, when Q is
fixed, the critical value of E is located by setting
I",",,'(E, Q) = 0 and the associated value of H is ob-
tained from the equation of state. Thus in the
constant-Q case, there exists a critical line in the
E~ plane. Likewise, in the constant-H case
(H. =H =H) there is a critical line in the EQ plane
determined by
(4.37a)
1 /w, hz,
«/, b E, &0
zv
hq, = i/s
i av, A
(4.38a)
(4.38b)
As noted below Eq. (4.34), &//, &E, is positive for
)E( &E, and negative for (E[ &E,. We have
selected the branches of the square roots in Eq.
(4.38) so that (a) for ~z~ &E„SQ,/Sz, &0, and
(b) for ~z~ &E„o'Imq, &0. Substituting these
solutions into Eq. (4.37b) we find that
r&2&, (z„q,) = (n.z, +/ E,, + ~q, + &q, , ),
(4.37b)
where «/, =(E„q, ). In writing these equations
we omitted derivatives which vanish according to
Eqs. (4.36c) and (4.36d). Also we only kept terms
which are needed to determine the dominant be-
havior of 4Q, . From Eqs. (4.5) and (4.36d) we
see that (Sr,«'/BE, )~ =-(2A) '. Solving Eq.
(4.37a) for &Q„we find
(4.38)
(4.40)
The latter equation implies that p, =&, v, =&, and
&7=0 in agreement with Eq. (4.2la). Setting E,
=E+ &u and E = E, Eq. (4.40} yields
so that
IQ, (z+2~)=- 2 & g[z+2~+Q, (z+2~)
) &/2r"'=--' i&u&g ' '
~
+lfq'
~z (4.41)
implying p, =1 in agreement with the results of
Sec. IV 8.
3. Weak-coup/ing regime
+t.(q)+fn] '
and the branch of Q is chosen so that
Imq, &0,
ImQ &0.
(4.44)
(4.45a)
(4.45 }
1 0'Q, =- 2 ~ Q [E,+Q, +f0(q}] '.
To obtain the conductivity we set
(4.42)
In this section we analyze the mean-field equa-
tions for the weak-coupling regime. Our principal
result will be that the conductivity exponent p,
is unity, just as it is for the strong-coupling case.
To study the weak-coupling regime in the sim-
plest way we take o, =0 and we will work in the
vicinity of the band edge at negative energy. Then
Eq. (4.5) becomes
f.(q) - t.(0) —nq'. (4.47)
We shall be interested in the small-k and -&
behavior of I"."(k, &0} given by
I""'(k, ur) -=I'(k, &d)
Q ' [~' [E+—,' o(u Q+(E+ g mu)o', 2K
+f0(q+ —,'ok}] '. (4.46)
We will study the band edge corresponding to
q = 0, near which we have
E,=E+ 2v, (4.43) For k = (d =0, the weak-coupling transition at
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which Q becomes complex occurs for E=E„
Q = Q„where
E,=-q, —t,(o), (4.4aa)
Q, = 2~ Q[t.(0)-t.(q)l '=-q~ QE&(q)] ',
(4.4ab)
in terms of integrals involving only negative
powers of D, or D . In the notation of Appendix
B we have
(4.sv)
and for E E, we find
and at criticality I' = I",(0, 0), where I2o,'Q" (E) (4.sa)
r, (o, o)=, g [~(q)]-'.c 0 g2 2'
(4.50)
As noted above, the weak-coupling regime is the
one for which I',{0,0) &0, which occurs (for d
&4) for sufficiently small o,. We now study
I"(k, &o) for small k and &u for E - E,- 0, for en-
ergies just inside the band. Expanding I'(k, &) in
powers of 4 and & we obtain
I" (k, ru) = I"(0, 0) +iA(d+Bk',
(4.59)
The eva1uations of Appendix 8 yieM
o.[E+Q'+ t, (0)]
d.:[Q-(E)l'1. dE idq'&j
(4.60a)
Using the approximations, Eq. (4.56), we obtain
n(E)+ t.(o)+ Q'(E)
4idp
~ p ip
~(o, »= ',
-,'„$(D,D )-',O. 2 2' + (4.sl) n(~E)do', [q-(E)]' (4.601)
, ~t' + Q/
(4.s2)
~+
D D 1 P g q 2
+ +
+l[&,'t.(e)] D + D I,, ). '
(4.5S)
D, =E+q (E)+iq (E)+t,(q), (4.s4)
where Q' and Q" are respectively the real and
imaginary parts of Q, (E). Integrals involving only
negRtlve powers of D, Rnd D cRn be put into the
forIQ consldeled ln Appendix 8 using
D D 2iq-(E} I, D D )'
Tllls 1'elRtloll illllnedlRtely illdicRtes tllRt I (0, 0)
= 0 ln RgreeIQen't with the %ard identity. A180,
it is sufficient to obtain the dominant behavior
as E-E to set
for E Q ~o
Using Eq. (2.16) we see that the conductivity
Z is thus
Z =It/A'= tlE
(+E)P
{4.61a)
(4.61b)
with p, =1 as in the strong-coupling mean-field
CR88.
%8 close this section by recording some ex-
plicit: results for Q for E-E,. We write
E-E
Q, =Q, + &Q' +iq" .
(4.62 a)
(4.62b)
To obtain &Q' we may ignore corrections from
Q" and write the real part of Eq. (4.42) as
g 2 tlE+hq'
W ~(q)[~(q)- ~E- ~q ] ' (4.63)
whel'8 we used Eq. (4.4ab) for 'Q . Tllls 1'elR'tloll
gives
V,' t,(q) = 2dn, -
~
V~t, (q)~ '=4n'q'=4n~(q)
(4.56a}
(4.56b)
=2o.[2E+2t,(0)+2Q'(E)-D, -D ],
~= —P[ (q}]- .N (4.6s)
(4.Sac)
in which case the expansion for B can be written
Note that P diverges as one approaches the strong-
coupllng 1'eglnle defllled by pf/2 & 1. '
To obtain Q" for g near g, me ferrite
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q"= — - lmlim ([I E+~q' e-(fl)+fq] '+I[«+I q' e-(4)+fq"] ' [-«+r Q' e-N)+I' '])2N n-o q (4.88)
or
Q" = ' Q5(«+b, q' —e((I))
/I 2
+ lim -' Re EF.+6, '- e +i@
(4.8V}
If we define p, (E} to be the density of states cor-
responding to t(q),
p, (x) =II ' $5(x -e@)), (4.68}
then we may write the solution for Q" as
', o.'vp—„[ZE(1+P)]
For q()q) =nq' one has
p, (x) =K„x'I' '/2o. 'I'. (4.VO}
Thus the power lam for the density of states is
the same as for the pure system. This is as one
would expect, since both models are described
by the Gaussian fixed point.
V. PERTURBATION THEORY AND e EXPANSION
A. Shifted field theory
As discussed in the preceding section, there
can be a weak=or a strong-coupling transition.
q, =&i(5„Q,+5„, q)+q, . (5.1)
We also express the discrete lattice sum in terms
of a continuous integral, and keep terms only up
to second order in Vyz. To keep algebra to a min-
imum, we will take the coefficient of (Vy~}' to be
unity even though a field rescaling is in general
necessary to produce this result.
Therefore me have
(5.2)
where
I
For the weak-coupling case, perturbation theory
converges for all d& 4 and the transition is de-
scribed by the Gaussian renormalization-group
fixed point. W'e will not consider this case further
at this point. For the strong-coupling case, on
the other hand, we will show in this section that
perturbation theory breaks down for d & 8. We
will then use the renormalization group to study
the strong-coupling mobility transition in 8-&
dimensions.
We begin, as usual, by rewriting the functional
integrals in = in terms of deviations from the
average value of Q:
I.= t. {)))+l I d'», p{» rp'„, I)+{»y»))))l') + l 1 J{8'x»v'~ »»N)rp» I)
pP pp'=++, --
1 f
+)))~ g J)d~~II, y„,(x)+ —ggTrI), Iq I~ J d xp, (%)~ (%)p (R),
a=+, -
(5.8)
where p runs over ++, ——,and + —,L,(q) is the mean-field expression for 1"(Q), II, is the mean-field
expression for F{,' in Eq. (4.5}, z, is defined in Eq. (4.8), and M) in Eq. (4.11). 7~0, is zero, but a poten-
tial z ~, of this symmetry is generated at one-loop order in perturbation theory and is essential in deter-
mining the correct upper critical dimension and universality class for the strong-coupling mobility transi-
tion. W'e have ignored fourth- and higher-order terms and third-order terms of lower symmetry in Eq.
(5.3) because they are irrelevant to the critical point in question. We note, at this point, one very im-
portant property of r, r, and r, . Near the mean-field critical point, all are zero, and
(5.4)
This relation remains valid for fluctuation renormalized variables as mell.
B. Perturbation expansion
Perturbation theory to one-loop order is easily carried out. W'e obtain in the limit g- 0,
d'F("=II +-'av +-'M}7.(2&)d I + q2 & ):s (2&}d I + ~2II ) (5.5a)
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(5.5b)
~—m } f— -- 4 (27&)d (f + q2)2 - (27))d (t 4 2)3 ) (5.5c)
+-(|1 )=f+- &+- 3&d) (2 )d (t + 2) I f + 2 + f ~ 2]l
2 9' d~q 1
(27&)' (f„+q')(t„+q')' ~ (2»)' (t, +q')(t +q')'
(»)' (t„+q')(f +q')(t, +q') l' (5.5d)
p d 1, dd 12 2 g
++ & ++ 3 24 (2~)d (t + q2)2 2 ~ ++ (2~)d (t + 2)4 ) (5.5e}
p ~ 2 dq 1 ~, 2 dq 1
(27))' (t +q')' ' (2~)' (f +q')' '= (5.5f)
p x 2 (»)' (t + ')' '" ' (»)" (t + ')'(t + ')' (5.5g)
&&i)'e note several important properties of Eq. (5.5). First, I+" (I'('&), F(~ (I""), and 7 (&. ) are functions
only of potentials in the + (-) subspace. Thus correlation and vertex functions involving only fields in the
+ (or -) subspace are completely independent of the existence of the other subspace. This is clearly as
it should be, because G, (G ) can be calculated without reference to G (G,). Also as one would expect,
and z, , which explicitly involve fields in both subspaces, are functions of all potentials. Second, it
is clear from Eqs. (5.5a)-(5.5c) that perturbation theory for f4~&, at small f breaks down below eight di-
mensions. (That is, s f4'&/st diverges for d& S.) Third, the e(luations for P,',& and 1'('& are identical in
form to the equations for the two-point vertex in the lattice animals problem. We might, therefore, ex-
pect the localization problem and the lattice animals problem to be in the same universality class just
below eight dimensions.
C. Recursion relations
Since perturbation theory breaks down at d= 8, we develop renormalization-group recursion relations'~ '
in the vicinity of eight dimensions to obtain critical exponents and scaling functions in d = 8 —& dimensions.
We find
(d+ 2 - &l)II + &d&K 1 —
—'gg—T K (5.6a)
dFyd g 2 (= (2 —&i)r„——4Kd24)
l 1
+ Kd&&) 7„1dl ( +r~~ + r~~ (5.6b}
2T.-
d) ')1 r 1 r )+r 1 r (1 r ) (1+r ) (&+r &(1 r. &)'
(5.6c)
(5.6d)
(5.6e)
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where K~' = 2 'v'/'r(d/2). It is clear that y
=r, =r, and v. =~ =7, =T at the fixed point.
Thus to minimize algebra, we will ignore the in-
equality of these variables in the equations for zp
and g..
=l« d-3-~)~+l~u~'I 1~1+r ~ 11+r) '
(5.Va)
'g = 2 +g SU T. (5.7b)
~d
dl
= (e -4n}g -—g .13 22 (5.8)
This is identical to the equation for the analogous
potential in the animals problem' and is easily
integrated to give
From Eqs. (5.6} and (5.V) we obtain the recursion
relation for g =K~g+T.
t'1 - r„1+3r„
r„(I)=t„(I)-agl 2 (I " ), + 1
—sr„in(I+ r„) I.i
As usual, these rescaling relations are used until
It„(l*)I- 1 and correlation functions are matched
to the one-loop expressions obtained from pertur-
bation theory. The two-point vertices satisfy
(5.16)
r'„'(I*)=t„(l*)+—*g(l*)r„(I*)1nr (I*). (5.18)
If the matching is performed at constant Q, one
easily obtain from Eqs. (5.14), (5.1V}, and (5.18)
and t„(I*)=1, that
(5.19)
(Q', (r~„,) = expl — [2 —g(I)]dl)Ir&„')(r, (I+)},
(5.17}
where
g(I) = e"g(0)/R (I), (5.9} where
Thus g(&) reaches a fixed point with
(5.10)
(5.11)
and
1
'g= 9 (5.12)
The equations for H„r„, and r, in terms of g
are
where
R(l}= 1+ — (e" —1)I -— e" as I-~.9 g(0) l 9 g(0)
yq = (2 —q}pq = 1+—', q. (5.20}
r"'(r) =exp(-.
~
(6-d-sq)dl lr'"(r(l*)}
0
= [fl(I*)]' 'u (o) =—e ""& "&" ' 'n (0), (5 21)
However, we wish to find r &~/ as a function of
To do this, we need to determine E* in terms
of E (not t„) from the equation of state. (Again
the reader may wish to study the parallel analysis
for lattice animals given in Ref. 14.) In this analy-
sis, it is useful to know the behavior of the three-
point function
1
~
1
= (5--.e --,q)a, +-
dL ' ' ' 2 zo 1+r++' (5.13a}
where
1g3= 3E' ~ (5.22)
dr„ 2 ( 1 (5.13b}
( 1 f' 1 1
= (2- n)~+-+ 4g1,1, 1,1„+„,,I (5»c)
I',' has a regular and a singular part. The sing-
ular part arises from the term proportional to
gr+, /ur in Eq. (5.13a} and is given by
D. ++ and -- subspaces
The equations for r and II, are again identical
to those for the animals problem and decouple
from the &, equation. Integrating Eq. (5.13b}, we
find
4l [R (Ig)]4/9 f2 (Ig}
2co (0}
exp
~~
—
~ ~*
r") ~*„(i ) .1 I' 2y —p,2 au (0}
~
vo
t„(l)=e "[R(l)] '/'t„(0) = e " 't„(0), (5.14) (5.23)
where ve is the constant-Q correlation length ex-
ponent satisfying
(5.15}
Notice that F~+'
~
is explicitly proportional to
1/xo(l*}. Since' is an irrelevant variable, r~,'~~
does not scale like e '+" ' +, i.e., hyperscaling
is violated, andre is a dungerous irrelevant vari-
able. " The regular part of F+' satisfies
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() 1 r~~ 1g 1 gy, ~
4, reg
rg p 3 ln (1 + 'reap )—4 1+x„) '
(5.24)
where') is a function of Q, .
The equation of state now reads
r,t'&~, (»„,Q, ) + rt'&., (r„,Q, ) = 0 -=r&,'&(»„Q.),
(5.25)
where the last part follows since the equation of
state must also be satisfied at the critical point.
Thus, we have
e-4f [fl (lg}j4/9t2 (lg)
= 2~ (0)[r,',",~(r „Q,) -r,',"...(r. , Q.)] (5.26a)
or
(2) (&)
't &ar„=r (5.27)
where
exp', —
l
' l* t~»(l*) = ' . (5.26b)
~q
If wbE+ = wM is positive (outside the band), we
can choose t„(l*)= t (P') = 1 and we have
t „(l*)=+i-l~l
implying
1 ( uAE~(o-+ImnQ, —
where
ye I"3 I 1
2y+- p, , 2 12
(5.34)
(5.35)
(5.36)
Note that Eqs. (5.31) and (5.35) agree with the
mean-field equations (4.40) and (4.38b) when e
-0.
E. +- terms
So far, we have considered only variables in the
++ or -- subspaces that can be treated indepen-
dently of the other subspace. Things are not so
simple if we wish to calculate I"',"and the con-
ductivity. Equations (5.13b) and (5.13c) can be
written in the form
where t „(l) is t„evaluated at Q, and
0
aQ, (l)=exp(-,' [d —2+g( ))]dl)a ()( )0 (5.33)
0
satisfies the recursion relations. We therefore
have for soAE, & 0
gg 1
2')/'q- p. 3 2 12
Similarly, the correlation length satisfies
&-e"o '
A
(5.28)
(5.29)
-dg„
dl
2 'g 3g
0 2 —g —3g 0 r + f (l)
where"
1
p ~ ~ +2+@-p3 4 36 (5.30)
dx+
dl
or as
2- )I-g r, f (l)
(5.37a)
Inside the band, i.e., whensoAE+ and zvAE are
negative, r,", and r" are complex and, when
~p, =~E, they are complex conjugates of each
other. Thus either l* or t„(l*)and t (l*) must
have imaginary parts. It is much more con-
venient to work with real l*. %e therefore choose
t (I*)= is))/lN] l, -and t„(l*)=+ized l I I ~ In this
case,
r",,
'
=+i(1+ —', ig*)(-so~,/4)"~.
As required I",,'=(r(2')*when nE, = nE . Notice,
however, that I',",) is not purely imaginary as it
was in mean-field theory. %'e are uncertain at this
point whether the complex prefactor should be ex-
ponentiated in some way in lower dimensions.
In order to find the density of states, we need
to find AQ, . This is done by observing that
dl ~ PY (5.37b)
~ y(k)e (k)d (k) (5.38)
where @=1,2, 3.
x")= x")=2- g —3g = p-'Q
1
—2 —g —g=2 ——q) p(3) g Q
The right eigenvectors
(5.39a)
(5.39b)
e"'=(1,0, -'-), e' '=(0, 1, —,'), e"'=(0, 0, 1)
where f„,(l) contains terms from Eqs. (5.13) not
linear in z„,. The matrix Jtj/J~& is non-Hermitian,
but is diagonalizable in terms of right and left
eigenvectors
t„(l) = t „(l)+t() (l) AQ, (l), (5.32) (5.40a)
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and the left eigenvectors
d" ' = (1,0, 0), d"' = (0, 1,0), d" ' = (- 3, ——,', 1)
(5.40b)
form an othonormal set:
with
P, = 2 —P —2v =2P —'gv
p, =1- ~36 &.
(5.48)
(5.49a)
(5.49b)
d (k) g (k' ) —g ~ d (k)e (k) —gP p kk'& ~ P P' PP' ' (5.41)
The scaling variables are
(5.42}r(a&(t) —g d(3&r (I) k &r(a& (0)
Thus z"' =z„and y"' =z are scaling variables
as required. The new scaling variable is
Note that this implies that p does not obey the
Josephson relation t&. =(d —2)v, . (Setting v=vo
does not work either. ) The origin of the break-
down of the Josephson relation is the violation of
hyperscaling in the equation of state. The &-ex-
pansion results for the various exponents are sum-
marized in Table I.
r"'=r, 3(—r„+r ), (5.43) VI. LOCALIZED STATES
A. Introduction
th) (l) -. e&'&3& &t "&(0), (5.44)
where t"&(l) satisfies an equation similar to Eqs.
(5.16}and is zero when r"' =0. X "& is the largest
eigenvalue of the matrix M~„and would normally
dominate the behavior near the critical point.
However, t"' =0 to linear order. We believe that
it remains. zero when all nonlinear terms are in-
cluded provided no external fields coupling to t"'
are introduced into the problem.
At the matching point I"'," is determined by
+ —,' [3gr„(f') lnr„(t*)+ sgr (l*)lnr (l*)]
gt (3&(tac) int (3&(ta) + e2& a g3 (5.45)
In the nonconducting regime t„and t have the
same sign so that I',"has essentially the same
behavior as I",,' and F"'. In the conducting re-
gime, however, g„and t have opposite signs and
are equal in magnitude when E,=E, yielding 1"(2)
(E, E, q = 0) =0 as required by the Ward identity.
When E, = F.+ & and E = E, we cannot choose both
t.,(l") and t (l*) to be unity. If we choose t (l*)
to be -i, then from Eq. (5.26), we have
e "R(l*)" =N&&E/A. We have
which is zero to the order we are considering by
Eq. (5.4). When the inhomogeneous terms in Eq.
(5.37) are included, the scaling variable is shifted
so that
The mean-f ield theory and &-expansion investi-
gation of the localization problem studied in the
previous sections have failed to produce any lo-
calized states. We know from variational argu-
ments discussed in Sec. II that localized states
must exist even in high dimension. We also know
that the field theory for the electron Green's func-
tions developed in Sec. II is formally exact and
should therefore produce a nonzero density of lo-
calized states.
What then have we left out of our analysis of the
field theory? The answer is that there are lo-
cally stable and spatially nonuniform extrema of
finite action corresponding to localized states.
swardy" has shown that these instantons of finite
action reproduce the tail states for a Gaussian
white-noise potential. In this case, the field the-
ory is identical to ours except the field 4(x) ex-
ists in continuous space (rather than on a lattice)
and the hopping, t, (x, x ), is the kinetic energy
operator -K3rr 3/(2m). Solutions of finite action
for the continuum problem do not exist" for d
&4, i.e., there are no localized states for the
Gaussian white-noise potential for d &4. This is
TABLE I. «-expansion results for various exponents
for the strong-coupling regime («=8- d). Values are for
the usual case in which G(x, x; E) is allowed to vary.
For lattice animals this would be the case of constant H.
and
) 1/2
t (l'&=z(1+.. (5.46)
1 SUI',"'=exp(- (2 —&})dt~ i — +e"*q'[
-'- «/12
2
~ +«/12
2
,
' + «/36
«/9
( ZvnE a . 1 30 got&E && "aA 2~'- A)I q
which implies that
(5.47)
1-5«/36
~ + «/18
2
t is defined by ln»„, -—
~
E-E,
~
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presumably because there are regions of un-
bounded variation of the potential that prevent lo-
calized states from forming.
On a lattice or when there are spatial correl-
ations in the random potential, there is a length
scale or wave-number cutoff, A, associated with
the lattice spacing or correlation length of the po-
tential. This makes it possible for localized so-
lutions of finite action to exist even above four di-
mensions. These solutions can be broken up into
a core and a far-field part. The character of the
core is determined by the nature of the cutoff
whereas that of the far field is very similar to
that of the Gaussian white-noise solutions. We
call these solutions lattice instantogs.
The goal of this section is, thus, to develop
solutions of finite action to the field equations
describing the localization problem. Although
our treatment is not rigorous, we feel that our
results are correct inasmuch as they agree with
the variational calculations of Sec. II. Since we
are interested in both strong- and weak-coupling
localization, we will seek instantons in both the 4
and Q variables. The instantons in terms of the
Q variables are essentially identical to the meta-
stable droplets for an Ising model in a negative
field studied by Langer.
B. Instantons in P: Site randomness
In this section, we will study localized states
for Gaussian site randomness. Since we will be
interested in states not only near the band edge
but also for large E, we begin by adding and sub-
tracting counter terms'9 to L so that G(q =0) will
diverge at the band edge in the dilute limit. We
therefore write
L[4'E E ] =L [4', E,', E'] Q4 (x)(-E-E')4'(x) .
(6.1)
To one-loop order we set E,' =E, + v ',G, (x, x;E,').
In this approximation the band edges occur at
E, = ~zf -u', G, (x, x; zt). [Note that our definition
of the Green's function via Eq. (2.2) differs in sign
from the usuaP'one. ] We seek solutions which
are extrema of I.(E') and treat the remainder per
turbatively. The condition for L(E') to be an ex-
tremum is
,
=
-g [E,'5;;. t, (x+, x')]P(x')
P, (x)=e g, (x), (6.3)
(nE+ C,V') t/r, (x)+ z o',g„'(x)= 0, (6.5)
where (aE)=E'+zt, measures the distance from
the band edge and C, is a't, or 5'/(2m) for the
discrete model or the contiriuum model, respec-
tively. If E'& -zt„Eq. (6.5) has scaled solutions
of the form
p, (x)-—(-~)' 'f, ( nE(x x—,)'/C, )-,
S
where
V'f, -f,+f,'= o.
(6.6)
(6.7)
In Eq. (6.6) x, locates the position of the instanton.
The above equations only apply as long as (x -x, )
»A ', and constitute the far-field part of the in-
stanton. It contributes a part L& to the action.
Substituting Eq. (6.6) into the continuum version
of Eq. (3.17) for jx-xoi )A ', we find
( n,E )~ -(&/»
Os
(6.6)
which is the same form as the total action obtained
by Cardy" and others" for the Gaussian white-
noise potential for d& 4. Equation (6.8) is, how-
ever, valid for all dimensions. Note that L&-
as E,'- -zt, (i.e. , as E, approaches the band edge)
for d& 4 but as E,'- -~ for d& 4.
The core part of the instanton is difficult to ob-
tain in general. We can, however obtain results
for large IE'i by solving g, (x) at sites successively
further from the center at x= 0 in terms of $,(0).
I et tP(1) be the amplitude of P(x) at sites x nearest
neighbor to the origin, g(2) be t/(x) at sites next
nearest neighbor to the origin, and so on. Then
we have
E!P(0)+ «4(1)+ 2 ~!|/"(o)= o, (6.9a)
E~ip(l)+ top(0)+ top(3)+ (z —2)top(2)+ 2 o' $ (1)= 0,
(6.9b)~ ~
where e is any n-component unit vector and where
E/5 + tp x x x + 20' x 0 6 4
X
If the spatial variations of P, (x) are slow, as they
will be far from the core of a localized solution,
we can expand t,(x, x') in powers of gradients and
treat t/, (x) as a continuous field. If E& -zt„Eq.
(6.4) reads
-2 v', g [g (x)]'g, (x) = 0. (6.2)
Itis clear thatfor 0 not too large, t/1(k)- (t,/E)p(k —I),
so that for iEi»zt, .
It is clear that solutions to this equation can be
expressed in the form
(6.10)
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This when substituted into Eq. (3.17) yields the
core part of L,
ond, when &E-0 for d&4, L diverges and is dom-
inated by L& yielding
1 (El}'
c 2 o2S
(6.11) p»lm5G(x, x)-exp~ -~z ~AE~ '~~' "I . (6.15)( ca',
For
~
E
~
» zt„E' can be replaced by E,. The
total action is the sum of the core and far field
parts:
Lr= L&+ LC ' (6.12)
~=- = ia~e-" (6.13a)
5G(X,X') =ia'e ~~ g g, (x-xo)P, (x' -xo), (6.13b)
Xp
where a and a' are prefactors which may depend
on E. The factor of N in Eq. (6.13a) comes from
the sum over all possible positions of xp and the
factor of n comes from the integral over solid
angles associated with the unit vector e . In both
Eqs. (6.13) there is a factor i because one eigen-
value of the stability matrix describing Gaussian
fluctuations about the instanton solution is negative.
The original contours of integration over g, are
complex, as shown in Fig. 5(b}, so that the in-
tegral over the wave function associated with the
negative eigenvalue converges. The contour in the
vicinity of the instanton solution is deformed as
shown in Fig. 5(c) yielding a prefactor that is al-
most completely imaginary.
Equation (6.13) represents the first term in an
expansion for 6:" and 6G in the density of instan-
tons, -e ~~. Higher-order terms can be neglected
provided e «1, i.e., when L, »1. L, is much
greater than unity in two limits. First, for large
E, L is dominated by the quadratically divergent
core part. 'Thus, we have
p-Im5G(x, x)- e "~"e ~'s«1. (6.14)
'This result agrees with the variational calculation
of Sec. II. Notice that for all d&O, .L,, always
dominates L& for large E. Thus on a lattice, with
Gaussian site random potentials the lowest energy
states are always those localized on a single site
which accidentally has a very large energy. Sec-
The leading contributions to = and G(x, x') from
single-instanton states are proportional to
exp(-L, ) with prefactors which may be obtained
by integrating over Gaussian fluctuations about so-
lutions to Eq. (6.2) using the method of collective
coordinates. " In this paper, we do not propose
to calculate prefactors exactly. We do, however,
need the contributions to the prefactors coming
from degrees of freedom associated with uniform
translation and uniform rotation of the vector e
that leave the energy of the instanton invariant.
With these, we find that
Thus for d& 4, the density of localized states falls
exponentially to zero at the band edge in the weak-
coupling regime.
We close thig section with an observation about
the n dependence of Eq. (6.13a). We know that
since " = [Z ]„,the uniform solutions treated in
Secs. VI and V, all have F —= nlVP proportional to
n. The contributions to " from instantons are
additive, implying
:-=e ""~~inyae ~ (6.16a)
or
1 .
~
F$'y jae I =
Nn
'
-N. - (6.16b)
'Thus instanton contributions are additive not only
to " but also to F and to correlation functions ob-
tained there from.
C. Instantons in P: Bond randomness
(6.17)
where we do not distinguish between E and E'.
Setting g(x)=e g, (x) as before, we find
E,g, (x)+ sf', (x) g y„-;,$2(x') = 0.
X
(6.18}
'g, (x)= 0 is always a solution to this equation. For
those sites x for which g, (x}e0, which we call
occupied sites, we have
oq y- -. x' =-E
X
(6.19)
There are many solutions to Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19).
All can be represented diagrammatically as
clusters on a lattice in which bonds connect sites
with $,(x)40. Here we will illustrate only a few.
The simplest solution corresponds to a cluster of
two sites as shown in Fig. 8(a). Denoting the two
sites in the cluster by 1 and 2, we have
When there is pure Gaussian bond randomness,
there is no possibility of a weak coupling mobility
edge. It is thus clear that in order to study the
density of states near the mobility edge, it is more
productive to study localized solutions to L(Q)
rather than L(4). It is nonetheless interesting, for
states far from the mobility edge in particular, to
study localized solutions to I.(4). From Eq. (3.17),
we have
EP ( )-xo-Q~&-;.P(x}P(x')tj' (x')=0,
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for these graphs. Thus for large
~E~, these so-
lutions, except for b= 2, contribute negligibly to
the density of states.
One can see that Eq. (6.18) will not produce so-
lutions that are valid near the mobility edge. This
is because it does not take into account the fact
that (P') is nonzero in the uniform phase.
D. Instantons in Q
(c}
~-
r~
I
,.r
I
I
I
~
~
r
FIG. 8. Clusters for bond instantons. Bonds connect-
ing occupied sites are indicated by solid lines. The
dashed lines serve to define the lattice structure, (a)
A one-bond cluster treated in Eq. (6.20). (b) A cluster
in which one site is connected to several of its neigh-
bors, (c) A cluster fromed by a loop of 2b bonds for
b= 4.
0'(1)= P(2) = -E/o&,
which leads to the result
L~ = 'E'/o'-
(6.20)
(6.21)
'This yields a density of states proportional to
exp(-E2/2o~~) in agreement with variational argu-
ments. 'There are, however, several other solu-
tions with the same L~. All diagrams with an oc-
cupied central site surrounded by from two up to
z occupied sites, an example of which is illustrated
in Fig. 8(b), also have L, =-,'E'/o, '. Another class
of solutions are closed loops with 2b bonds with
b& 2 [see Fig. 8(c)]. One can show that q",8, (%) = 6„,(q, (x)5~+ cp, (x)e ea). (6.28)
In this section, we will discuss localized solu-
tions of finite action in terms of the fields g rath-
er than +. For simplicity, we mill limit our dis-
cussion to the case of pure bond randomness
though we expect most results to apply generally
to strong-coupling systems. Unlike 4, Q has a
nonvanishing expectation value for all values of
the energy, and the problem becomes similar
to that of a metastable Ising magnet in negative
field. We will demonstrate that there are two
classes of extremal solutions to the field equa-
tions. Of these, only the one discussed in Secs.
IV and V yields a free energy such that lim„, =-1
as required. ' We will call this the physical solu-
tion. The other violates this relation and cannot
be used as a. solution throughout space. In the
region of localized states, however, it has a lower
free energy than the physical solution. Thus the
physical solution is only metastable" in the re-
gion of localized states, and localized droplets
of the second solution yielding an imaginary part
to = and Q are possible. We will study these
localized solutions first heuristically in terms
of extremal droplets and then somewhat more
formally in terms of solutions to the field equa-
tions. We will be concerned primarily with situa-
tions where the far-field part of the solution dom-
inates.
In studying + instantons, we fould that solutions
of the form (,(2) = e (,(%} yielded extrema to the
action. Since Q,"„-((;(,), we will seek nonuni-
form solutions of the form
L~ = 4bE'/o~ (6.22) Inserting this form into Eq. (3.32) we find that
lh. ,a1=~J~Z~A'a. l%1+ 4,*Ea%)w, :aP))X
+-', Q(in[E+q, (R)+q, (%)] —in[E+q, (%)]] +,g y ' [y, (x')+2q, (x')]q, (X).
X K, X
(6.24}
The uniform physical solution obtained from Eq.
(4.12) is recovered by imposing the condition that
lim„o = 1, i.e. , that L be of order n. In that
case y, (x) =0. However, as we have seen in Eq.
(6.13), the instanton is accompanied by a prefactor
proportional to ~, so that the extrema we seek will
have L of order unity. As a first step, we will
study the uniform metastable solution found by
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setting Q, (%}= Q '" and y (x) = q&, . The condition
that I. be external is then
Near the mobil. ity edge,
bE-r' (I--4o&', z/E')' '
and $-r '~', so that
(6.32)
(6.25a)
Comparing Eqs. (6.25b) and (4.12) we see that
y, +Q, '"= @00, where Qg now denotes the stable
solution, i.e., the solution of Eq. (4.12). Using
this determination in Eq. (6.25a) yields
q.e™=-(E.+q'.).
(6.2ea)
(6.26b)
(e.2ec)
Since the free energy of the stable solution is of
order pg- 0, we find the difference in free energy
per site sp between the physical solution and that
of Eq. (6.26) to be
+-»(x, t'I + xl (6.27)&-x (|-x)
where x= (1-4a,'z/E, ')'~'. For 4g,'z&E2 &~, x lies
between zero and one, and I.&0. If y, =0, L=O(n).
Thus for all g, in the region of localized states,
the extremum with q, g0 is lower in free energy
than the physical solution. The system is not,
however, allowed to condense into the lower ener-
gy state because it would violate the requirement
lim„, =- 1. Thus throughout the localized re-
gion the system is metastable in exactly the same
sense as the Ising model in a negative field studied
by Langer 8
W'e can estimate the contribution of large, far-
field dominated, droplets of the lower energy state
to Im= and p in the usual way. The energy of a
droplet consists of two parts: a volume part and
surface part. Let g be the radius of the droplet
and g be the surface tension, then the droplet
energy is
(6-d)/2I
Im=- exp(-c, r&' »")
p exp( c r(6-d& /2)
it'Z' —E„'ii
(6.ssa}
(6.ssb)
(6.33c)
(6.ssd)
where c, and c, are constants and g =-„'(d- 6). Thus
above eight dimensions where mean field is val. id,
p goes to zero at the mobility edge just as in the
weak-coupling case.
The results of Eq. (6.30}become invalid below
eight dimensions when critical fluctuations be-
come important. In order to study the localized
states for d&8, it is convenient to derive the
instantons solutions from the field theory used
to study the z expansion. Near the mobility edge,
y, in Eq. (6.23) is small, so that we are justified
in studying the field truncated at third order in
Using the mean-field theory as a guide, we
seek localized solutions with y~a = (e~e —5"8)y,.
The Lagrangian in the localized regime with this
fI(7~, is
L = Jt d~xf —', (1—rl,)r, y,' + 2(1—n)(Vy, )' —8(1—n)Ny, ]
(e.s4)
The linear term in y vanishes because g, is chos-
en to have the correct equilibrium value. The
7», term in Eq. (5.3) is also unimportant until
loop corrections are calculated. Higher-order
gradient terms have also been omitted from Eq.
(6.34) because we are interested in instantons
near the mobility edge where far-field effects
dominate. Minimizing I., we find
(e.se}
&r = -&+&"+ (6.28) Solutions to this equation have a scaling form
For the optimum droplet, gr is an extremum with
respect to variations in g, whence
r'
y, = —'f (»r, (1I -If,)}
with
(e.se)
With this radius,
(6.29}
-v,'f(y)+ f(y)- 'f'(y) =o- (6.sv)
Using Eq. (3.24} in Eq. (6.34) for ~x —«,~»A',
we find
(e.so} d (6"d )/2
2 e& (6.38)
Note that o is of order (bE) (, where t' is the cor-
relation length, so that
(6.31)
where C~ =f dy f '(y), where the integral is over
the far-field region, and I., is the core part. This
answer agrees with Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33). It
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shows that for d&6, the density of instantons and
states goes to zero at the mobility edge. Again,
however, it does not incorporate critical fluctua-
tions for d & 8. To include critical fluctuations,
we can appeal to scaling in the vicinity of the crit-
ical point as was done for the metastabl. e Ising
model. 4' We therefore set r(l~) —exp(vo'l*)r(0)
and iv'(l*) exp(6-d- 3iI —2ti, /vc) l*. Choosing l*
according to Eq. (5.26) with r(l*) = 1, we obtain
1 I' 3(2 —iI)v~ 2p, , dv
~&~ ( )I,-—,exp—
SD
or
(6.40)
where
g= (d —2+iI)v, —2p, (6.41a)
(6.41I3)
Thus, as in the weak-coupling case, the density
of states goes exponentially to zero at p„although
with a different power of AE.
(7.3a)
so that
(v. 3b)
(7.4)
(7.5)
This striking relation is satisfied by the animals'
exponents for which'~ y. = yo/(2yo- Ii,) and
p, = (yo- Ii,)/(2yo —Ii,) for all values of y@ and Ii3,
and not just to first order in q = 8 —d. This rein-
forces our belief that the strong-coupling theory
presented here is correct. It is also interesting
to observe that 2-dv, = —23'/36& 0 in agreement
with heuristic arguments~' that this quantity should
be negative in a random system having a continu-
ous transition. (Note that we use 2-dv, rather
than the specific-heat exponent z, since hyper-
scaling is violated. )
We note that our results do not apply to the site-
random model proposed by Lloyd44 in which t(x, x')
= - t, (x, x') and I'(y(x)) is
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A. Discussion
In this section we wish to consider some miscel-
laneous topics -relevant to the presentation of the
previous sections.
First, we note that the relation' p, +y, = 1 follows
from the fact that the density of states p is zero
at the mobility edge and that p can be obtained
either from g or from g, , via Eq. (2.14). First
consider Q, (0;E,E). By definition, it is a func-
tion of g+gg and E —ig with q a positive infinitesi-
mal. Recall that Q, (0;E,E) diverges as E-E,
and iI 0, so that iI is a field that moves g, away
from criticality. Assuming that g is a scaling
field, we may write
For this model one can obtain the exact solutions
1 exp[ik. (x —x')]
E+iaa+t, (k) (V.6a.}
(v. 6b)
both of which are analytic for all real E for arbi-
trary dimension. Clearly this density of states
does not vanish at the mobility edge presumed to
exist for this model. It is obvious, however, that
this model is in a different universality class from
the ones we have studied, because the second mo-
ment of &, fP(y)V'dy, is infinite. It was the
results for the Lloyd model which led to the con-
ventional belief that p(E) would show no structure
at the mobility edge.
(7.1)
where y is a crossover exponent. For E outside
the band, we have f(x) —1, as x-0 by the defini-
tion of y, . For Z inside the band, Eq. (2.14) in-
sures usthat f(x)-x ' as x-0. Furthermore, it
is clear from the analysis of Sec. V [cf. Eqs.
(5.26), (5.34}, and (5.46)] that y = 1. Alternatively,
it is obvious that g, is a function only of E -Z,
+ egg, so that
(7.2)
which implies that y=1. From Eqs. (7.1) and
(2.14) we therefore have
B. Speculations about lower dimensions
In this paper we have studied the problem of
localization of electron. s in an Anderson model
on a lattice with random site and/or hopping po-
tentials principally in spatial dimension greater
than four. We found that the density of states at
the mobility edge goes to zero as shown in Fig.
1(d). This behavior is different from the one de-
picted in Fig. 1(c) and which is generally believed
to be true for 2& d& 4 in which the density of states
shows no structure in the vicinity of the mobility
edge. For this ease, Wegner' has argued that if
g undergoes a second-order transition at E„ then
p, must satisfy the Josephson relation Ii = (d —2) v
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and g the relation 2 —g=d. These relations have
recently been verified" in a 1/so expansion for
a model with
~0 orbitals per site and in a 2+ g
dimensional expansion'7 "based on the action
of Eq. (3.32). It would be of some interest to see
if the high-dimensional theory studied here shows
any precursor of the predicted lower-dimensional
behavior.
We hRve stud1ed weRk- Rnd stx'ong-coupl1ng mo-
bility edges. In the former case, the density of
extended states, p,~, and the conductivity grow,
respectively, as (aZ)~~' ' and (aZ), whereas the
density of localized states, p&, goes to zero as
expt- (b.Z) ~~" J near the mobility edge. It is
clear that d = 4 is a special dimension. As g= 4
is approached from above, the region around the
mobility edge where pl is near zero becomes
smaller and smallex. We cannot, however, use
the weak-coupling picture all the way down to four
dimensions, so that it is necessary to look at the
strong-coupling case.
In the strollg-coupling case~ pate (bZ) ~,g- (~Z)~ and p„,- expt- (aZ) ~], where g=-,'(d -6)
for d&8 and g=(d —2+ q}v, —2p, for d&8. To first
order in q = 8-d, the strong-coupling localization
problem and that of the statistics of lattice ani-
mals'~ are in the same universality class. We do
not know yet if this the case to higher order in g.
In order to go continuously to the low-d results,
P, must go to zero and q to 2 —d at some critical
dimension d*. Since d= 4 is special for the weak-
coupling mobil. ity edge, it seems likely that d*
is 4 for the strong-coupling edge. Furthermore,
there is numerical evidence~' that P, is near zero
at d= 4. Thus, it is possible that localization and
lattice animals remain in the same universality
class for 4& d& 8. This view is stxengthened by
the fact that P, +y, = 1 for the animals problem.
There is no information about the behavior of p,
in high dimension other than that p, = —', for d& 8,
and that v~ =4 + 6/36 to first, order in E. ' In
order to satisfy d = 2 —q = y/v = y, /v, and P. = 0 at
d = 4, v, would have to equal —,', since y, = 1-p, = l.
This would mean that p, would have to be a non-
monotonie function of d rising from a value —,' at
d = 8 and falling back to the same value at d= 4,
and rising again to of order~6 0.6 and 0.5 at 4 = 2
and 3, respectively. Though the exponent p is
usuaOy monotonic, we can see no reason why it
has to be. It is interesting to note that for ani-
mals the generalized Flory approximation ' gives
v, = 5/(2d+ 4) for d& 8. Thus we have two possi-
bibties consistent with d*= 4: (a) Localization
and lattice animals are in the same universality
class for 4&d&8 with P, =0 and p, = —,' at d=4, and
(b) localization and lattice animals are not in the
same universality class to second or higher order
in & and the approach to 4 = 4 is different from
that obtained by extrapolating the animals results.
At the moment, we favor the first choice, though
further numerical study and calculations to higher
order in q are clearly of interest.
C. Conclusions
The main conclusion to be drawn from this work
Rre the fo11owlng.
(1) We have co~st~~cted an exact field-theoretic
expression to describe locaUzation, cf. Eq. (3.32}.
As we show in Sec. IV, one can easily obtain a
mean-fieM approximation to the Lagrangian
which produces sensible results for the density
of states, the macroscopic conductivity, and other
guantitieS Of intereSt.
(2). We have been led to distinguish between the
regimes of weak and strong coupling, the former
being the regime where the randomness does not
qual. itatively disturb the band and the lattex when
the 81ngle-part1cle Green 8 function never be-
comes critical. We noted the existence of, but
did Dot study, the multicritical point where the
two regimes meet.
(3) We have determined the critical dimension
d, below which fluctuations invalidate mean-field
theory to be ' d, =8. In analogy with previous
work on the statistics of lattice animals'4 we
then dev81oped E-expansion 188u1ts for the cor-
relation functions of interest near the mobility
edge. The e-expansion results for various ex-
ponents are given in Table I.
(4). The e-expansion results obey the non-
trivial relation r +p =1, which we previously
derived using scaling ax'guments in conjunction
with the Ward identity, Eq. (2.12), which related
the two-particle and one-particle Green'8 func-
tions.
(5}The results do not obey the Josephson re-
lation, p=(d —2)v, proposed by Wegner. ' This
discrepancy arises from the violation of hyper-
scaling caused by the appearance of the dangerous
irrelevant variable, zo, the coefficient of a cubic
potential. However, it is likel. y that thexe exists
a critical dimension, d~ (probably d*=4) at
which our results )oin smoothly ohto the low-d
results of Wegners'7 and others'7'~
(6) We have displayed the localized states start-
ing from the same Lagrangian as used to produce
extended states. We have pointed out the existence
of /QlHM ssstcRtotxs, i.e. , lDstantons wll1ch ex18t
onLy by virtue of a lattice cutoff. These localized
excltations are shown to describe familiar results
which can be obtained by elementary means in the
inf inite-energy limit.
(V). Our unified picture of localized and ex-
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tended states obeys several consistency require-
ments. The validity of the e-expansion treatment
of fluctuations towards extended states relies on
the absence of a broken symmetry corresponding
to a nonzero density of states at the mobility edge.
Analysis of the instanton solutions describing the
localized states conforms to this requirement.
At high dimension (d & d~) we find the density of
localized states p, near the mobility edge to be
of the form lnp, - —t E —E, ~ ~, with f = 2 (d —4)
for the weak-coupling case and for the strong-
coupling case f= (d —2-q)v, —2P, for d &8 and
0= —,'(d —8) for d&8.
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APPENDIX A: EXACT SOLUTION FOR THE
CAYLEY TREE
We now study the random model for the Cayley
tree, each vertex of which has coordination
number z -=@+1. A section of the lattice for
o =2 is shown in Fig. 9. The model we consider
is one in which each nearest-neighbor t(x, x )
independently assume the values +/ and —t with
equal probability. Let g„(E,) denote g, ( xx',
E,;e,), when x and x' are n steps apart and e,
is the configuration where al.l the t's are positive.
Considering the phase averaging which follows
along the lines discussed above Eq. (2. 18), one
sees that
G.(x,x',Z.) = 8; -„g,(E.) (Al)
and
Q„,(x,x',E,E,, )=g (E )g (E,), (A2)
where x and x' are n steps apart on the Cayley
tree T.he q=0 Fourier transform of Eq. (A2)
yields
g. (0;E.,E., ) =g, (z.)g, (z., )
+ (o + I )Q o"g, (E,, ) .
n 0
(A8)
Eg, (E) —(o +1)tg,(z) =1, (Asa)
Zg„(z) tg„„(Z)—tg„,(E) =0, n o 1. (A5b)
These equations are formally solved by a, g„(E)
of the form
g„(z)=A, (y, /M(r )" +A (y /M(r )",
where
g I 40@'t ~~21~ 1—
(A8)
(Av}
It thus remains to evaluate g„(E)
We determine g„(E) as the solution of
E,g, (x, x';E, ; &p) — g, ( x ";E,;e,)t(x', x' ) =8-„.
X s
(A4}
In terms of g„(E,) we write this as
A =+ g2(E)y — 1+ " I (y y )
(A8)
We need only consider the regime E & 4ut'. To
obtain a convergent solution it is necessary to
require that A, =0, since ~y, ~ &1 for E 24&rt .(2
In this way we find that
and
, ((rr+()2() —40')'iZ')'" —(a —()2)g.(z) =~2 ( E2 t2((r + 1 )2
(A8)
g„(z)=g.(z)(y /~~)" . (A10)
FIG. 9. Section of a Cayley tree with z= cr+ 1=3.
Note that g2(z) is analytic except for a branch
cut along the real. axis from E=-E, to E=+E„
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where E, =2vcrt. There is no singularity in
g, (E) at E =+(g+1) t, since the numerator in Eg.
(A9) has simple zeros at these energies. The
above results for g, (E) agree with the previous
exact solutions of Brinkman and Rice" and of
Roulet et aL."
Substituting the solution of Eqs. (AQ) and (A10)
into (A3) we find
g„.(0;E„E,) =g, (E,)g, (z,.)i1+ y'—( g+1
S, =-43q" (E)/g.' . (84b)
ilf+ (s~ - f s~=- ( ) s„', (B5)
whose solution yields
From Eq. (Bl) one obtains the recursion rela-
tions
(A11)
This "susceptibility" has a divergence at y =1,
i.e. , for E'=4gt3. We set E =+2vgt(1+e) and ob-
tain
I', dq 'tids„', .dq" ds„,
dE j dE dE dE
dq'&' ~dq" '
To condense the notation we set
(B6)
g, (0;f, E.) . ( )3 3 (R) (A12) dq'dE
so that we again recover y= ~. Also from Eq.
(A9) we see that for ized (E,
p=q",
and use overdots to indicate derivatives with
respect to E:
(avb)
Img (—E) ( 1) p (-2')
which corresponds to P = —,', as expected.
(A12)
d 2qti
dE'
etc. Then we find that
(asa)
(88b)
APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS
Here we evaluate integrals of the form
4 [(1 + p)p + p3]
3 g2 (1 +p)3+$3 (B9a)
D tt+ 0
a
(Bla) 4 ip2 g (1 +p)3+ i2 (89b)
I™— D -& D
a
where
(alb)
4 p
g3 1+P (B10a)
Since we are interested in the case for which
p - (gE }3 @i', we have
a, =z+q (E)+f,(g)+3q" (E) . (B2)
4ipS 3( )
In this limit we likewise find
(B10b)
Here q' and q" are the real and imaginary parts
of q„which satisfies
2P
3 g3(1 y p)3 ) (Blla)
q, =-2NQ (P.)-' .
e
Thus we have that
s; = 4q (E)/g,', -
(B2)
(B4a)
S3 3(1+ )4 [P (1+P) —3PP]
2zp
g'(1 +P)
since even if p diverges AE 0, one has p/p
-(az)-') p.
(B11b)
(B11c)
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